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The President Welcomes the New Alumni Secretary (The picture was taken beside the walk leading 
to the Alumni House with the Student Center in the background.) 
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ROLLINS WELCOMES NEW ALUMNI SECRETARY 
Following a succession of temporary, or "war emergency" secretaries the 
Rollins Alumni Association welcomes Aurora McKay, '30, to take over the 
controls on August first. 
The name McKay is well known to all Rollins people who were on the 
campus between 1920 and 1934, when seven sisters and one brother followed 
one another in enrollment. Three of these (besides two cousins; Charles 
Magruder, '30, and Barneila Woodward, '31), were registered here during 
Aurora's attendance. 
Those personally acquainted with Aurora will remember her as an out- 
standing personality in class room and campus activities. To those unac- 
quainted with her, the fact that she received the Sullivan medallion at the time 
of her graduation is a convincing indication of her character and ability. 
For two years, in keeping with the McKay family tradition as newspaper 
people, Aurora edited the "Sandspur". In addition, she was a member of the 
Student Council; the Rollins Key Society; Phi Beta; Glee Club; French Club; 
Rollins Players; the Kappa Kappa Gamma Society; president of the Spanish 
Club; Treasurer—and later, Vice President—of her class. 
Immediately following graduation, Aurora visited Algeria, Madeira and 
Paris. This trip culminated with a six month's stay in Spain before her return 
to Tampa, Florida, where for three years she was on the staff of the Tamfa 
Daily Times.   This position included broadcasting over WDAE. 
An extended visit to Mexico preceded the continunace of her newspaper- 
radio career, this time with a New York Agency. Eastern Airlines, attracted 
by her ability, persuaded her to enter their Miami Office. There she created 
and developed a specialized job as interpreter. This led, as the war progressed, 
to the U. S. Army. She was "drafted" and served as a civilian employee of 
the Army Transport Command in Miami for a year and a half, until the 
field was deactivated early this year. Aurora's service to her country was a 
super-man-sized job, requiring from sixteen to eighteen hours daily of concen- 
trated effort. 
Aurora is now at home in Tampa, recuperating her forces for the grind 
ahead. We predict with confidence her success as Alumni Secretary. If, as 
we understand it, the successful execution of this position requires integrity; 
social-consciousness and proven business ability; a real love for and under- 
standing of Rollins traditions and people; the capacity to assume limitless 
responsibility; the insight and patience to attend to endless, exacting and often 
monotonous detail, then Aurora, to use a common phrase, is just made for the 
job! 
COMMENCEMENT 
Bachelor degrees were bestowed on 57 seniors at Commencement Day exer- 
cises in Knowles Memorial Chapel on June 5, Hallijeanne Chalker of Jack- 
sonville and Charles Gordon Rex, Springfield, Massachusetts, were senior 
recipients of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion. Connie Clifton, New 
Smyrna Beach, was presented with the Libra Leadership Cup by Marita Stueve 
Stone '38, alumna member of the Order of the Libra. The $100 scholarship 
awards to the five seniors maintaining the highest scholastic average for their 
last three years in college, established this year by 98-year-old General Charles 
McCormick Reeve, who was graduated from Yale two years before Dr. Holt 
t 
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Recipients of the General Reeves $100 awards for scholarship. From left to right: Halli- 
jeanne Chalker who also received the Algernon Sydney Sidlivan award, Mary Elizabeth: 
bloan, Marc Gilmore and Connie Clifton with Libra Cup. Gerald Knight wa% not Pres- 
ent for the picture. 
was born, went to Gerald B. Knight, Jr., Orlando, Marc Gilmore, Winter Park, 
Connie Clifton of tennis fame, Mary Elizabeth Sloan, daughter of Rollins' 
alumni, Clarksburg, West Virginia, and Hallijeanne Chalker.   (See cut). 
Barbara Balsara, soprano, sang her last undergraduate solo, Un bel di 
vedromo, from "Madame Butterfly." 
The Commencement address was delivered by Col. Robert L. Scott, famed 
Flying Tiger and author of "God is My Co-Pilot," on the topic, "Interna- 
tional Understanding." 
T T * T 
Baccalaureate service was conducted entirely by seniors with the exception 
of the sermon by Dean Melville E. Johnson, father of graduating Edward A.' 
Johnson, and the benediction by Dean Edmonds. 
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DEAN CLEVELAND HONORED 
One of the most thrilling events at Commencement exercises was the 
bestowal of the degree of Doctor of Humanities upon Dean Marian van Buren 
Cleveland, Dean of Women at Rollins for the past six years. Four of those 
years have been the difficult war years when the women's enrolment was vir- 
tually doubled. The stretchings and strains, she has taken in her gay and 
capable stride, never missing an opportunity to assist the girls with their 
myriad problems or to further the progress of the college as a whole. 
President Holt said: "Marian van Buren Cleveland, a college degree, 
whether earned or honorary, is naturally a distinction and honor. But it is 
after all, but a certificate of judgment which often reveals the ideals and 
character of the giver more than the receiver. By every test, academic or 
otherwise, you are all that a Dean of Women should be. You have occupied 
one of the most difficult positions in any college community and yet have 
achieved in an extraordinary degree the respect and love of all with whom 
you come in contact. Fortunate the college girl who comes within the 
periphery or penumbra—which ever is the correct word—of your influence. 
"For these qualities of mind and heart and for your extraordinary common 
sense, which has been defined as 'the art of hitting it right the first time,' 
Rollins College confers upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humani- 
ties and admits you to all its rights and privileges." 
At the same ceremony, Dr. Meredith Mallory, prominent Orlando physician 
and civic leader and Rollins College physician, was awarded the Degree of 
Doctor of Science. 
TWO ALUMNI HONORED AT COMMENCEMENT 
The Rollins Decoration of Honor, given in recognition of distinguished 
service, was awarded to two alumni at Commencement exercises: Dr. Harry 
Z. Gaw '31 and Clinton Nichols '34. 
Dr. Gaw's citation read by Dr. Liu: "There is probably no Rollins graduate 
in the last fifteen years who has risen step by step so high in the academic 
world as Dr. Harry Gaw. Returning to China after four years sfudy at 
Rollins, Yale and the London School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 
he joined the teaching staff of the National University at Wuchang, China. 
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His official title is now Professor of Microbiology, and this year he is on 
leave of absence to conduct research at the Rockefeller Institute for Medi- 
cal Research in Princeton. 
During the last ten years he has written some thirty scientific papers that 
have been published in journals in China, The United States, England and 
Germany on various phases of microbiology. He is a member of many of 
the scientific societies here and abroad and has recently been made editor 
of the newly organized "Biological Quarterly." In 1944, he won the Min- 
istry of Education award of $10,000—which would strike wonder in the 
breast of any American professor. But we are bound in truth to say that 
inflation exists in China as in this country, and 10,000 Chinese dollars can 
be exchanged for 400 American pennies!" 
President Holt: Harry Gaw, it is a pleasure and privilege to welcome yoa 
back to the Rollins campus and especially to award this honor to a citizen of a 
great and ancient—and yet modern—nation which has emerged so nobly 
from the conflict with Japan and whose future is sure to be second to none in 
the evolution of human civilization. You are a- man of both achievement 
and promise and your Alma Mater is proud of you. 
Dean Stone: "Clinton Nichols, like Harry Gaw, has brought distinction 
on himself and Rollins College for his career in Education since he left 
these halls twelve years ago. Born 'down in Maine,' and having graduated 
from Farmington State Teacher's College and Teacher's College, Columbia 
University, where he received his Master's degree, he is now taking courses 
at New York University and the University of Pennsylvania toward his 
doctorate. He served as principal of elementary. schools in Maine and Con- 
necticut, has been vice-principal and dean of men at a Connecticut High 
School and supervisor of elementary school in Collingswood,  New Jersey. 
He entered the Navy at the beginning of the way and served a year and 
a half as Executive Officer of the Navy V-12 Program at the University of 
Rochester and he spent 14 months on the Pacific Island of Saipan as an 
organizer and director of Saipan where 1,600 men studied during the war 
in an off-duty program to receive further high school diplomas and college 
degrees. 
Only within the last few days he has been appointed Vice-president of 
Farmington State Teachers' College at Farmington, Maine, where he was 
an undergraduate before he came to Rollins. 
President Holt: Your career has been an honor to yourself, to Rollins and 
your country. I can truly say that your initiative and ability in organizing 
a mid-Pacific university is unique in conception and-accomplishment and 
deserves all praise and recognition from your country and your college. 
The Rollins Decoration of Honor was awarded also to Angela Palomo 
Campbell, of the Spanish faculty and director of Casa Iberia; to Edith Tadd 
Little, who, in her own words, says she has been the "slave of Rollins" for 
the past eighteen years, and to Miss Winifred Gwyn-Jeffreys of England. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Hiram Powers, Winter Park, former member of the Rollins Modern 
Language Department, died July 27, 1945. Mr. Powers was on the faculty 
from 1911 to 1917, resigning to engage in war work with the Y. M. C. A. 
in  France and Italy. 
Mr. Powers, the grandson of the distinguished American sculptor of the 
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same name, was born in Italy and lived there until he was IS. In 1893 he 
received the degree of LL.B. from the University of Michigan and was 
afterward admitted to the bar in Michigan and New York, where he prac- 
ticed until he was called to Rollins. His wife, the late Rose Mills Powers 
was author of the Rollins Alma Mater and a well known poet. He is survived 
by his daughter, Mrs. Ogden J. Rochelle '25 (Rose Powers), of Jacksonville 
Florida. 
,n?J"JameS Bish°P Thomas> Professor of Bible and comparative religion 
1926-33, and rector of All Saints Episcopal Church, Winter Park died at 
his home on Lake Maitland March 18 after a brief illness. He received his 
A.B. from Rutgers, his B.D. from the Episcopal Theological School his 
A. M. and Ph.D. from Halle University, Germany. In 1934 he was award- 
ed the Rollins honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity. Two daughters 
have been connected with Rollins- Mrs. Dorothea Thomas Lynch formerly 
assistant professor of dramatics at Rollins, and Myra Thomas, '31 
Miss Lelia Russell, '21, and first woman in Florida to hold the office of assis- 
tant United States district attorney (in Miami, 1927-28), died May 24 in 
Coral Gables. Miss Russell received her law degree from Stetson Univer- 
sity, and practiced in New York and Florida. She made her home in New 
York. She was a member of Phi Delta Delta, women's legal fraternity and 
was a former state president of the League of Women Voters Two sisters 
attended Rollins: Elizabeth Fuessle, '18, (Mrs. Kenneth) of New York and 
Easter Russell, ex-25. 
William Henry Jackson, '07, died of a heart attack on May 1, in Richmond 
Virginia, enroute home from a business trip to Washington. Mr Jackson 
was a prominent Tampa attorney and member of the law firm of McKay 
Macfarlane, Jackson & Ferguson. He received his law degree from Wash- 
ington & Lee University in 1908. Mr. Jackson was the cousin of Dr Alfred 
J. Hanna. 
Word  has  been  received  of the  sudden  death  of  Jacinto  Gonzalez  of 
iWan^' Cuba' in May- Mr- Gonzalez attended the Rollins Academy in 
1896-97. He later became the general superintendent of the Hershey Cor- 
poration in Havana and was active in the affairs of the Rollins Club of Cuba 
He is survived by a brother, Eulogio Gonzalez. 
Mrs. Margaret Schultz, former housemother of Fox Hall, died in April 
She was serving as resident head at Pomona College in California 
Mrs. Fred Lewis Pattee, staunch friend of Rollins, and wife of Dr Pat- 
tee, former faculty member, died at their home in Coronado Beach in April 
It is understood that Dr. Pattee will return to Winter Park to make his home. 
Mrs. Albert H. T. Banzhaf, housemother and friend of the Theta girls 
in Lucy Cross Hall, succumbed on May 28 in Floral City, New York, fol- 
lowing a long illness. This June would have marked the anniversary oi her 
tenth year of service at Rollins. 
REUNIONS 
Mrs. William Justice '42 (Marian Russ) arranged an attractive ROL- 
LINS LUNCHEON during the Florida Education Association meeting 
in Tampa, April 5, at the Cricket Tea Room. At this affair, Rollins current 
events were discussed informally by Dr. Alex Waite and Joe Justice, aided 
and abetted by Frank Sterry Abbott. Among those present were: Dr. A. R. 
Beyer, Warren Titus, Donald Mclntosh, Mrs. Mac Jackson (Joy Harmon), 
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Mrs. Wm. H. Reynolds (Frances Hyer), Mrs. James F. Shivler (Estelle 
Adams), Mrs. Cleveland Holt. Mrs. C. E. Boswell, Jr. (Sue Terry), Jewel 
May Lewter, Mabel Mabry, Margaret Fertig, Jane Coates, Flora Harris, 
Alice M. Campbell, Mrs. Maybelle Sutton, Luella V. Lyle, Mrs. Cleo Long, 
Frank E. Abbott and his bride, Jeanette, and Damaris Wilson. 
The NEW YORK ROLLINS ALUMNI held a most successful party on 
Wednesday, May 15, at the apartment of Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Strong, 
Rollins' Public Relations consultant. No formal program was followed; 
everyone just moved around and met old friends, many of whom they 
had not seen since the start of the war. An unusual feature was the num- 
ber of men present, since during the war the ladies were always by far 
the more numerous. This party was one of a series held by the New York 
Alumni, who plan ANOTHER EARLY IN THE SUMMER. Among 
those present were: Mrs. Jean Twachtman Banzhaf, Mrs. Elizabeth Bixby, 
Dante Bergonzi, Sudie Bond, Severin Bourne, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Shea 
(Barbara Brown), Benjamin Cooke, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark, Edward 
Cruger, Dr. John Cudmore, Nancy Cushman, Nancy Ragan Dominick, Bar- 
bara Drew, Maurice Dreicer, Dudley Darling, Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Ely, 
Gordon Felton, Jess Gregg, Jean Hamaker, Dick Kelly, Toni Knight, Bob 
Krell, Leila Kroll, Betty Lanza, Mort Lichtenstein, Charles Magruder, 
James McHugh, Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacCorkle, Dr. Evelyn Newman, 
James Niver, Elaine Rachlin, Mr. and Mrs. John Powell, Edward Pearson, 
Lt. Comdr. W. G. Scanlong, Grace Sebree, Bob Stephens, Virginia Stelle! 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Strong, Eloise Stowe, Bill Terhune, Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Trampler, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Van Surdam, Theodore Walton and 
Si Vario. 
ALL NEW ALUMNI (including New Jersey and adjacent New York 
and Connecticut areas) ARE ASKED TO SEND YOUR NAMES and 
ADDRESSES to DICK KELLY. 132 East 35th St, New York, IN ORDER 
THAT FUTURE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENTS MAY BE MAILED 
YOU. 
With the early morning sun streaking through the heavy moss and the 
stately Chapel tower lending its benediction across the waters, eighty-five 
seniors, alumni, faculty and friends gathered under the famed FAMILY 
TREE for the traditional ALUMNI-SENIOR BREAKFAST on com- 
mencement morning. Fleet Peeples and his KP crew dispensed with eggs 
and bacon, coffee and rolls to the alert class of '46 (they arrived ten minu- 
tes before the appointed hour). Early-rising alumni were: Dean and Marita 
(Stueve) Stone, Fred Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Halsted Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. 
Max Sloan (Clarksburg, West Va.), Dickie Colado, Jeanette and Hugh 
McKean, Francis Daniel, Edna Harmon, George Fuller (Mobile, Ala.), 
Eleanor Sprague (New York), Fleet Peeples, Ham and Georgina Mac- 
Donald, Damaris Wilson, Judy Hudgings, Sandy Showalter, Don and Trixie 
Vincent, Clara Adolfs, Kay Lehman, Alex Main, Wilbur Jennings, Clin- 
ton Nichols (Farmington, Me.), Phyrne Squier (Wales, Mass.), Becky 
Caldwell (Lake Wales), Pete Schoomaker, Mr. and Mrs. "Six" Sutlif, Edna 
Wallace Johnston, Margaret Lefevre Mcjunkins, and Ray and Billy Green. 
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The President and Deans Interview the Youngest Generation: Children Whose Parents 
Are Now Enrolled at Rollins. Top row, left: Dean Stone holding Linda Gilmore, Dean 
Cleveland with Ivor Groves III, Dr. Holt and Linda Kittredge, Dean Enyart and Dick 
Walker, James Henderson, Charlotte and Pamela Wellborn. First row, left: Ronald 
Stoer, Georgiana Kittredge, Barbara Ragsdale, Henry Cole, Bruce Acree, Jean Kramp 
and Sally Tyler. Ronald Green, Jr., declined to be in the picture. Five others were 
absent. 
NEW DORMITORY FOR WOMEN 
Mrs. Henry Alvah Strong of Washington, D. C, donor of Corrin Hall, 
broke ground for the building in a ceremony attended by members of the 
Rollins faculty, staff and student body on April 21st. 
Corrin Hall, named for Mrs. Strong's son L. Corrin Strong and her maiden 
name, will house 25 independent women and will help relieve the present over- 
crowded housing conditions on campus. It is the second building started 
under the $575,000 Rollins Victory-Expansion program. The other, the new 
administration building, given by Mrs. Francis Knowles Warren, is scheduled 
for completion around Christmas time. 
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Mrs. Strong is also the donor of Strong Hall, erected in 1939, which now 
houses the Gamma Phi Beta and Chi Omega girls. 
ASSOCIATION HOLDS OUT 
Portrait Unveiled But Not Formally Presented 
A preview of the portrait of Dean Arthur D. Enyart, made possible by a 
group of alumni, occurred on the happy occasion of the President's all-college 
tea honoring members of the senior class and their parents Tuesday, June 4. 
Robert M. Hayes '39, President of the Rollins Alumni Association, made the 
unveiling speech, as follows: " . . . There is more of a story behind this portait 
than I will be able to tell and a deep feeling that is difficult to translate into 
words. 
"I sincerely believe that one of the finest and most highly treasured mem- 
ories of Rollins undergraduate days is the warm and informal relationship 
between the teacher and the student. I doubt if there is another college where 
such a wholesome and friendly relationship exists. 
"There is one individual at Rollins who has endeared himself to all Rollins 
students, particularly the men, through his genuine friendliness, and his 
unselfish devotion to Rollins boys. His influence has been profound and far 
reaching. . . . 
"This project came about through a series of letters among a small group 
of alumni, who wanted in some way to show their gratitude and esteem for this 
man. 
"And so, Dr. Holt, it will indeed be a privilege for the Alumni Association 
to formally present the College in the fall with this portrait of an outstanding 
man; of a genuine friend of all Rollins men, and of the Rollins No. 1 football 
fan . . . Dean Arthur D. Enyart." 
President Holt thanked the alumni and commended the men who had so 
thoughtfully transformed their affection into so good a deed. He then ex- 
pressed his own feeling with an ancedote of earlier Rollins days. 
The boys had mischeviously camouflaged a favorite horse to resemble his 
cousin, the zebra, and left the forlorn beast upstairs in Chase Hall. The next 
morning, upon hearing of the fiasco, the college president called Dean Enyart 
into his office and with a perplexed brow demanded, "What shall we do now?" 
From the Dean he received a hearty laugh, whereupon the President said: 
"You're a 'hell' of a dean." 
Dr. Holt, however, said that times had changed, and he would now proclaim 
Dean Enyart, "A 'heaven' of a dean." 
Dean Enyart responded:".... Although this is one of the happiest moments 
of my life, I would rather be most anywhere than here. It is said that Hitler 
was heard to murmur when he learned that the Allies had broken through: 
T vish I vas in hell already yet? 
"... There is no job in the world which I would rather have than that of 
Dean of Men, (unless it might be that of Dean of Women), not because there 
is much glory and prominence attached to it, but because of the sheer joy of 
seeing young men enter college in the rough, and watching them grow and 
develop into well-rounded citizens, and then following them through their joys 
and their sorrows, their successes and their dilemmas, as they meet the strug- 
gle of life .... 
"I am proud of the young men who bear the Rollins stamp. It is enough 
just to watch this development; my cup is full.   But when any of them stop to 
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say 'thank you' or express their affection in such a material way as this dem- 
onstration today, my cup runneth over " 
HOMECOMING DAY PLANNED 
WHEN?   Friday, October 11 at 8-.IS p.m. 
WHAT?    Rollins vs. George Washington. 
WHERE? Greater Orlando Stadium. 
Rollins is planning to celebrate the return of intercollegiate football with 
Homecoming Day, October 11, when the Tars meet George Washington. 
Almost all of Coach McDowall's 1942 squad will be back, and prospects for 
another winning eleven are fine. 
According to present plans, Dean Enyart, Rollins No. 1, football fan, will 
be honored at a pre-game testimonial banquet. His portrait will be presented 
formally to the college at the event. 
Tentative plans call for: 
Colorful events between halves. 
A gala dance after the game. 
If the number of returning alumni warrant it, a special car from New York, 
picking up graduates and former students along the way. Headquarters! 
with special rates, at an Orlando hotel. 
Bob Hayes '39, who is in charge of arrangements, will welcome suggestions 
on how to make Homecoming the gala event of the year. (Address him in care 
of the Alumni office, Rollins College). 
FACULTY NEWS 
PRESIDENT HOLT was unanimously chosen as this year's recipient of 
the coveted Book of Golden Deeds, presented at a joint meeting of Orlando 
civic clubs. The public orator climaxed his citation by the declaration, 
"... his true monument is the teaching of young Americans the way of 
peace and the way of culture and the way of a worthwhile life." . Over 60 - 
000 copies of DR. NORMAN E. GILBERT'S "Electricity and Magne- 
tism" have been ordered in the U. S. Armed Forces Institute edition. Dr. 
Gilbert is visiting professor of physics . . . DR WENDELL C. STONE has 
been elected to permanent tenure as dean of the college .... Other promo- 
tions are to full professorships: DR. ALFRED HASBROUCK, history; 
GEORGE SAUTE, mathematics; ANTONIA LAMB, English' 
CHARLES S. MENDELL, English; WALTER CHARMBURY, piano! 
. . . ARTHUR K. HUTCHINS, from assistant to associate professor of 
voice. . . . HORACE A. TOLLEFSON, University of Michigan; M. A., 
Wisconsin, acting chief circulation librarian of University of Michigan has 
been named Rollins Librarian. This appointment is timed to coincide with 
expansion of Rollins facilities. When construction of the administration 
building is completed, Carnegie will be used solely for library purposes, 
thus virtually doubling the present space. . . . DR. WU CHI LIU 
joined the English faculty this spring. He and Madam Liu and eight-year- 
old daughter, Shirley arrived from China after months of trying to span the 
Pacific. Two of Dr. Liu's sisters attended Rollins: Wu-Kou Liu and Wu 
Tei Liu (Mrs. Chen), as did Madam Liu's brother, Dr. Harry Gaw '31. . . . 
DR. FRED HANNA'S biography of Achille Murat will be published next 
September. . . .  REGISTRAR ANNA  B. TREAT is recovering from a 
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heart attack suffered last spring. She hopes to return in the fall. MISS 
LAURA NEVILLE, former Assistant Registrar for Veterans, has been 
acting registrar. . . . DR. RHEA SMITH, back from 4 year's military 
leave, will head the social service division of the Orlando county teachers' 
workshop this summer and return to the Rollins faculty next fall. . . . Summer 
plans: DR. and MRS. WAITE will run Eagles Nest Camp in North Caro- 
lina. . . . DR. VESTAL will be in Colorado. . . . DEAN and MARITA 
STONE  plan  a  vacation  trip  to  California;   MME.   VAN   BOECOP   to 
France. . . . DR. SAUTE will teach at U. of Georgia DEAN ENYART 
and PROF. REILEY will do the "ballet circuit" (don't ask us) and DEAN 
ENYART will attend his class reunion (number censored) at Ohio-Wes- 
leyan. . . . HELEN MOORE has reservations at the Hotel Parkside in New 
York. . . . DEAN CLEVELAND will attend the wedding of her youngest 
son and entertain two small granddaughters at Harwichport. . . . DRS. 
HANNA are motoring to Mexico and from thence to Guatemala, Panama, 
Colombia and Venezuela by air. . . . HOWARD and HELEN BAILEY and 
ARTHUR HUTCHINGS will motor west, "do" Hollywood, meet Rollins 
alumni at the Roosevelt Hotel on July 4th, visit Bette Davis and fly to Hono- 
lulu. 
FORMER FACULTY: DR. EVELYN NEWMAN, formerly of the 
English faculty, was honored last spring with a testimonial banquet at 
Colorado State College when she began her sabatical year. She will spend 
next autumn and winter in England. . . . Rollins family was happy to wel- 
come MRS. ROBERT J. SPRAGUE, former Dean of Women, back to 
Winter Park during her recent visit at Commencement time. . . . HARRIET 
SPOTTISWOODE, past member of the Rollins Library staff was named 
Librarian at the Branch Brook Library in Newark, New Jersey. . . . SHIR- 
LEY ANDERSON of the Rollins-Whitman College Andersons carried on 
the family tradition in splendid style when she recently graduated from 
Walla Walla high school with more honors than the law of averages allows. 
. . . ELIZABETH HARRIS, formerly of the music faculty and sister of 
Marguerite Harris Garrard '24, is instructor of piano at Madison College, 
Harrisonburg, Virginia. . . . COUNT JEHAN NOUE, first director of 
La Maison Provencale, has a position with the French Section of the U.N.O. 
CLASS NOTES 
Gay Nineties 
Secretary: Rev. Henry B. Mowbray, 442 
Chase Ave., Winter Park, Florida. 
The marriage of Emily Pelton Shutts to 
Frank Maurice Trew was an event of May 
4, 1946, in the Machado Memorial Chapel of 
San Diego, California. Mrs. Trew was a 
pupil-teacher at Rollins from 1897 to 1899. 
Mr. and Mrs. Trew will live at 4645 Date 
Ave., La Mesa, California, and would be 
pleased to hear from Rollins friends. 
At Huckleberry Mountain Artists Col- 
ony, Hendersonville, North Carolina, Caro- 
line Hills Abbott of the Gay Nineties fac- 
ulty will celebrate her ninety-eighth birth- 
day. Congratulations and best wishes to 
Mrs. Abbott from the Rollins Alumni As- 
sociation. 
(Ed. Note) "Hank" Mowbray made his 
first trip out of Orange County since Pearl 
Harbor this spring to Ft. Myers and Sara- 
sota. He enjoyed the outing so much that 
he now plans to venture farther afield, per- 
haps north during the summer. 
Class of 1903 
Secretary: T. W. Lawton, Sanford, Flo- 
ida. 
Last month I called on a former mem- 
ber of my class, Dr. A. Ray Beyer, in the 
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Citizens Building at Tampa, and found him 
looking very dignified and professional in 
his white suit. His waiting room and most 
of the hall was filled with impatient pa- 
tients but he took time out to reminisce a 
little about the Rollins days around the 
turn of the century. 
Class of 1907 
Class Secretary: Berkeley Blackman, 
2669 Boulevard Drive, S. E., Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
(Ed. Note.) Berkeley Blackman accuses 
his classmates of being too lazy to reply to 
his urgent call for news. Question: will the 
silent class of '07 take pen in hand to de- 
fend their honor? 
Class of 1910 
Secretary: Marguerite Doggett, 119-20 
Union Turnpike, Kew Gardens, Long 
Island, N. Y. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Noone visited 
the campus recently and were the guests 
of Mrs. Grace Phillips Johnson of Orlan- 
do. They had not been here since before 
the war. 
Class of 1911 
Secretary: Mary L. Branham, 126 Lu- 
cerne Circle, Orlando, Florida. 
(Ed. Note) Your secretary writes: "My 
sister, Mrs. B. L. Abberger (Elizabeth 
Branham, 'IS), Ben, Jr., '43, and I were en- 
tertained in New Orleans one afternoon by 
our cousin, Dorothy Dix. 
Class of 1913 
Secretary: Mr. Ralph Twitchell, Siesta 
Key,  Sarasota,  Florida. 
Emma J. Tallant of Mt. Dora has writ- 
ten for news of Mabel Eliza Daniels, '13, 
who was teaching in Nagoya, Japan, just 
before Pearl Harbor. The alumni office 
has received no news of her since 1940 and 
would be glad to hear from anyone who 
can bring us up-to-date. 
Class of 1914 
Secretary: Dr. Thomas D. Phillips, 302 
Sixth St., Marietta, Ohio. 
Donald J. Nocholson, who attended Rol- 
lins in 1913 and 14 and whose daughter, 
June, is a member of the class of '45, has 
been called "the Burbank of Florida cit- 
rus" in the January, 1946, issue of The 
Florida Grower. He has developed a 
"Dream Navel" orange which an author- 
ity  pronounced,   "The  best   fruit   I  have 
ever tasted." He has also developed many 
other improved varieties. 
Pauline Ayres Blanchard of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, has resigned the secretaryship of the 
class of 1914. She is happy to have her 
son back from Japan and we all hope 
with her that the boys will never have to 
repeat the past few years. 
Winifred Layton Williams writes, "The 
most important news I have is that our 
son, James Russell Williams, who is a 
Marine now in North China, is expecting 
to be back in the States in June. Russ 
volunteered and joined the marines when 
he was 17 years of age and has been across 
over a year. He is our only child so you 
can know what his home coming will 
mean. 
(Ed. Note) You have been very for- 
tunate in having Thomas Phillips answer 
the plea we made for a new secretary for 
the class of 14. We know he will be an 
excellent secretary. 
Class of 1916 
Secretary: Harriet E. Dyer, 16 Carlton 
Avenue, Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey. 
(Ed. Note) Miss Harriet Dyer writes 
that when the housing problem is settled 
'T hope to go to Florida for the winters 
anyway, then I will try to locate these 
classmates who seemingly have dropped 
out of existance." Class beware! Your 
secretary is on your trail. 
Class of 1917 
Secretary: Randolph Lake, Forest Lake, 
Minnesota. 
(Ed. Note) Randy Lake writes that he 
and Irene spent ten weeks this winter in 
Texas, Old Mexico, and California. 
Class of 1918 
Secretary: Anne Stone, Winter Park, 
Florida. 
Mrs. Idabel Edwards Thompson visited 
her daughter, Patience, who is now a 
sophomore at Rollins. She also visited 
Peg Hall Royall, and saw many of 
her Rollins classmates and old friends 
including the Ray Greenes. Her son, who 
is a senior in high school, accompanied her. 
Mrs. Alton C. Hawkes (Lillian Sawyer) 
spent several weeks last fall in Winter Park 
as the guest of Mrs. Joel P. Phillips 
(Grace Harrop). Both Lillian and Grace 
have children enrolled in Rollins. 
Mrs. J. L. Boynton (Kathryn Waldron) 
of Tampa is happy to report that her son, 
Oliver, who has just been released from 
the Army is now living in Tampa with 
his  wife  and  22   months  old  son.    After 
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completing his B. S. degree this coming 
fall, he expects to enter a dental college. 
His only sister, Ruth junior, will graduate 
from Junior High School this May. 
Our sympathy is extended to Mrs. Ken- 
neth Fuessle (Elizabeth Russell) and Eas- 
ter Russell '23, on the death of their sis- 
ter, Lelia Russell Byrd. 
The Barbour sisters, who attended the 
Rollins Academy, Vivian (Mrs. William H. 
Howison), Geraldine (Mrs. Kenneth E. 
Gell), and Antoinette (Mrs. Robert Hough- 
ton), visited their parents, the R. B. Bar- 
bours, in Winter Park this winter. Mr. 
Barbour had been in ill health, but is now 
much improved. 
Your secretary is flying to Mexico City 
in June to spend the summer with her 
brother and his family. 
Class of 1920 
Secretary: T. DeWitt Taylor, care High 
School, Pierson, Florida. 
Norman Fletcher writes, "Where is 
Maurice Wheldon?" Your class secretary 
would also like to know where Maurice is. 
Maurice, if you read this, please give a re- 
port. The last time I saw him he was a 
captain in the U. S. Army, a supervisor of 
army auditors. Norman's older son is at 
the University of Pittsburg in Medical 
school, and his younger Son is a hospital 
corpsman in the navy hospital in Puerto 
Rico. Norman, himself, is a prescription 
pharmacist. 
Katherine Gates Starnes writes, "I'm 
a slow person writing, but here's wonder- 
ful news." (Don't I know it, K. G.!! I 
have a son in the navy). "Our three boys 
have returned from overseas, the last one 
returning yesterday. Our daughter gradu- 
ates from high school this June ..." 
Katherine has hoped every year to attend 
Rollins' alumni day, but so far poor 
health  has prevented  her  from  doing  so. 
Mrs. Eaton Russell (Doris Waterhouse) 
and daughter, Doris Ann, of Pelham, N. 
Y., spent two months this spring visiting 
Helen Waterhouse, who is now working 
with the Community Welfare Planning 
Council of Orlando. Helen's twin sister, Alice 
(Mrs. H. E. Peterson), and son, Bobby, will 
arrive in Winter Park for a visit in August. 
They will be in time to help Helen get set- 
tled in her new "California ranch-type 
house" which she and her friends, Jimmie 
James and Ruth Fairchild, are building in 
the Lake Knowles section of Winter Park. 
(Ed. Note) We offer our deepest sym- 
pathy to your secretary, T. DeWitt Tay- 
lor, whose father, James A. Taylor, passed 
away April 18. DeWitt says, "He was a 
great Dad, and every acquaintance he had 
was a friend." 
Class of 1923 
Secretary: Ray W. Greene, 242 Chase 
Ave.,  Winter Park, Florida. 
Ephriam Conway is now pastor of the 
Trentonj-Newberry (Florida) Methodist 
churches. He returned to the United 
States in December from Tidworth, Eng- 
land, where he was a chaplain in the 
army. 
Frank Evans, Jr., has recently been re- 
elected Tax Assessor of his town, Saugus, 
Mass. Frank is among the increasing 
number of alumni with children attending 
Rollins. His daughter, Shirley, has just 
completed her third year. 
Class of 1924 
Secretary: Dr. Walter Johnston, Winter 
Park, Florida. 
Lt. Comdr. Richard L. Starr was placed 
on inactive duty April 15th. Former ex- 
ecutive officer of the port base in Miami, 
Mr. Starr now lives at 1485 N. W. 40th St. 
in Miami with his wife and son. 
K. C. Warner is District Manager of 
Business   Week   in   Cleveland,   Ohio. 
J. Rex Holiday writes, "I am still living 
in Winter Park and hope to live here the 
rest of my life. I own my home at 1315 
Sunset Dr. Yes, I'm married and have 
two daughters. The oldest, Carmita is 
12 years old and in Junior High School. 
The younger one is Barbara Jean, nine 
years old." Rex was with the U. S. En- 
gineers in 1942 and 1943 as Field Super- 
visor of Camouflage in the Jacksonville 
engineering district. In November, 1943, 
he was released from the engineering de- 
partment when his work there was finished. 
He accepted a job with the Speed Sprayer 
Co., and is now district sales manager of 
the southeastern district, and factory rep- 
resentative and sales promotion man for 
all states east of the Rocky Mountains. He 
is just completing a course in aviation and 
expects to have his private pilot's license 
soon. The company is furnishing a plane 
for him to use to cover his territory. 
Lt. Comdr. Frederick M. Zorbaugh vis- 
ited in Winter Park during the week of 
March 28. He is stationed at the Navy 
Separation Center at Jacksonville, Flor- 
ida. He expects to be released from the 
navy next September. 
W. B. Feagle was called to the principal- 
ship of Clearwater Senior High School 
while teaching at the Appalachian State 
Teachers College summer school in 1944. 
The mid-January number of What's What 
in Clearwater ran an excellent picture of 
him and an article on the work he is do- 
ing there. 
Curtis   T.   Atkisson,   Ebasco    Services, 
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Inc., New York, and President of the In- 
stitute of Internal Auditors, Inc., will ad- 
dress the Eighth Annual Institute on Ac- 
counting held at the Ohio State Univer- 
sity May 17. 
A card from Don Knowles tells us that 
he was in the U.S.N.R. from 1941 to Octo- 
ber of 194S, at which-time he was dis- 
charged with the rank of Commander. 
He says, "Sat the war out in the U.S.A. 
in the least publicized unit of the service 
You know, Shh! stuff. Am now with 
Trans World Airline—same wife and same 
lads, Lurene, 12 years old, and Natalie, 
10." 
(Ed. Note) Members of the class of 
1924 will regret to learn that Curtis Atkis- 
son has resigned as your class secretary. 
However, you have been exceedingly for- 
tunate in having Dr. Walter Johnston 
agree to take on the job, and we know he 
will prove an able class secretary. 
Class of 1925 
Secretary: Rebecca Caldwell, Lake 
Wales,   Florida. 
Rose (Powers) Rochelle has moved to 
Jacksonville, Florida, where her husband, 
Ogden, is an assistant editor on The Flor- 
ida Times Union, daily newspaper. 
(Ed. Note) Becky Caldwell came up to 
Rollins for Commencement and climbed 
out of bed in time to attend the Family 
tree breakfast, but she apparently forgo't 
she is a class secretary, or have the 2Sers 
forgotten how to wield a pen? 
Class of 1926 
Secretary: Mrs. W. H. Gore, Oviedo, 
Florida. 
Clarence Draa has resigned from the Ti- 
tusville, Florida, school board after nine- 
teen years of service and is, at the present 
time, selling real estate. He is secretary 
of the chamber of commerce, owns and 
operates 20 tourist cabins, has a nice or- 
ange grove, "and eats regular." His son, 
Jimmie, who is 18 years old, is a senior at 
Staunton   Military   Academy   this   year. 
A card from Mae Blair informs us that 
she has been, for the past four years, teach- 
ing in the Clermont-Minneola High School 
in Clermont, Florida. As Junior Sponsor, 
she has produced two plays, both suc- 
cessful. 
We offer our sincerest sympathy to Clara 
Trant, whose mother passed away on 
Christmas day. Clara is still with the 
Aetna Fire Insurance Co. in Hartford, 
Conn. 
Dr. Homer S. Parker is now in pediatrics 
in Chicago. He and his wife, Jenny, have 
four children (see picture). He says, "Have 
seen none of our class lately, but see Cecil 
Draa, '25, often. He is one of the bigger 
gynecologists in Chicago. Add coincodences: 
Dean Sprague's son's father-in-law is our 
pastor. Our last visit to Rollins was in the 
summer of 1940. We hope to make another 
before too long." 
Time neglected to mention in its April 16 
story "China Doctor" that Dr. Frank H 
Herrington, attended Rollins in 1922-23^ 
Since that time he has been a medical stu- 
dent at McGill University, married, and has 
two boys, graduated from New York Uni- 
versity, been a Navy doctor from which he 
resigned last fall to join UNRRA in time to 
fight the cholera epidemic in Canton single- 
handedly. His reputation in China is des- 
cribed as "stupendous" and he carries a gold 
watch inscribed "To our good friend, in 
gratitude," from Generalissimo and Madame 
Chiang Kaishek. 
Lucille W. Puleston finds her course in 
public school music extremely helpful in 
her present work; being in charge of the 
music department of a very fine kinder- 
garten. Her father died last year but she 
is still keeping house, gardening, etc. as ex- 
tra-curricular activity. 
(Ed. Note) Your secretary, Catherine 
(Young) Gore and her husband are plan- 
ning a delightful two months vacation tour 
in northeastern Ohio and Canada this sum- 
mer. 
Class of 1927 
Secretary: Mrs. Rodman J. Lehman, 
Winter  Park,  Florida. 
We received a letter from Frank Wil- 
liams who was surprised to know that we 
attempt to keep up with alumni "of 23 
years ago." Frank's whereabouts had been 
unknown to us for many years so we were 
very glad to hear from him. His address 
is now: Ward 6, Weston State Hospital, 
Weston, W. Va. 
Anna Van Nest writes: "After gradu- 
ation from Rollins, I moved from in front 
of the teachers desk to behind it for al- 
most 16 years. However, three years ago, 
I decided to have a change. Since then, 
have been working in the Orlando post- 
office and would miss the young people if 
it were not for my Sunday school class of 
high school girls. Last summer I spent a 
week at the Rollins beach house at Coro- 
nado. It pays to be a Rollins graduate in 
more ways than one!" 
(Ed. Note) Because of the poor response 
to her letters, your class secretary threatens 
to produce a "fiction" column for the next 
issue.    Classmates take warning! 
Class of 1928 
Secretary:     Carter     Bradford,    Winter 
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Park, Florida. 
Comes the morning mail and a lively re- 
quest of our diligent Alumny Secy, for 
class news well before the May 25 dead- 
line for the June issue. She offers to pro- 
vide reply cards for me to send you, or 
even to write personal letters if I will sup- 
ply the proper insults and epithets to go 
in such letters. Well, at least part of the 
task would be a pleasure. 
Shucks, I've tried writing all you sin- 
ners. I've tried it several times and got 
only two or three replies out of the whole 
bunch. A waste of time and postage. But 
I've got a better idea.    Read on  
Each of you is hereby notified that if 
you don't send me some news items for 
this column, without further solicitation, 
I'm going to write the news for you. Yes, 
I'm going to write little reminiscences about 
things  you  did  and said in  your  Rollins 
days perhaps  some  that  you   thought, 
or hoped, had been forgotten forever. 
Brethern and sistern, do I have a long mem- 
ory ! Furthermore, you can sue and be 
derned, I'm judgment proof! 
Ralph H. Marlowe, who has spent so 
many years in Hawaii, is now located in 
Manila. I remember one of Ralph's in- 
frequent visits to his old home in Orlando, 
when he brought the recipe for a beverage 
said to be popular in the Islands. I've been 
trying to forget it ever since. However, 
if you are looking for something of atomic 
propensities, full directions can be sent to 
you in a plain sealed envelope. 
"Saint Peter the Bugler" Babich is teach- 
ing in Montclair Academy, Montclair, N. 
J. Wonder if he can still wind a lusty note 
on that battered old trumpet, wherever it 
may be? 
Rev. Allen Bartlett is pulpit pounding in 
the Methodist Church of Newaygo, Mich- 
igan. 
Red Winderweedle has a new speedboat 
in which he tears up the placid waters 
which lap the academic shores. In Febru- 
ary he took Greer Garson for a spin, from 
which the noted lady returned slightly 
damp. Nope, she didn't have to swim 
home they had a chaperon. 
We hear that Albert Newton, the Rich- 
mond tobacco magnate, finally got mar- 
ried.    Details, please. 
Class of 1929 
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 311 N. Pied- 
mont St., Arlington, Virginia. 
Russ Fuller represented Rollins at the 
inauguration of Dr. Robert Ward McEwen 
as president of Blackburn College, Carlin- 
ville, Illinois. 
E. R. "Buddy" and Peg (Canning) 
Goodell have a daughter who is a sopho- 
more in high school and preparing to enter 
Rollins when she graduates. Buddy is 
physical education director and head ath- 
letic coach at the Lake Worth high school 
and writes a weekly sports column for the 
Miami Herald, "Along Our East  Coast." 
Ann (Lupton) Shook was here for 
Founders' Week and reports seeing Boots 
Weston Tuttle, '30, in Miami last summer. 
C. C. Hemenway, Editor of The Hartford 
Times, represented Rollins at the inaugura- 
tion of the new president of Hartford 
Seminary Foundation last February. 
After six years of separation, the Bart- 
lett family was reunited on February 13 
in Sarasota: They celebrated with a bar- 
becue and other festivities. Among those 
present with "Mother" Bartlett and Mr. 
Bartlett were the twins, Al and Jimmy. 
Jimmy was down from Groveland with 
his wife and two children. Al was back from 
service as a navy chaplain and was accom- 
panied by his wife and three children. The 
fourth, who is now in the Navy, was un- 
able to be present. Lois Tracy was down 
from Laconia, New Hampshire. Leah 
Jean, Ralph, and little Cheri Lasbury were 
down from Hartford, Conn.; and Ruth 
and her husband, Herman Kuykendall, 
drove over from Venice, Florida. Sounds 
like a good time! 
Class of 1930 
Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Rollins College, 
Winter Park, Florida. 
Read the Saturday Evening Post of 
March 30 for Stella Weston Tuttle's poem, 
"Return of the Displaced Persons." She's 
done it again! 
At last we have word of "Rusty" 
Moody, via a tobacco magazine, which 
reads as follows: "V. M. Moody, Jr., 
Eastern division sales manager of the foil 
division of the Reynolds Metals Co., in 
New York, has been named assistant to 
G. S. Nagle, vice-president in charge of 
manufacturing, foil division. Congratula- 
tions, "Rusty," will you be living in New 
York or have to leave there? 
Charlotte Stienhans has been holding out 
on us as to her further education. We find 
that she has attended summer schools, and 
is hoping eventually to get her master's 
degree. 
Harriet Gleason has been a Director of 
Students at New Jersey College for Wo- 
men since her release from the American 
Red Cross last summer. Of her Red Cross 
Work in India she says: "In many ways 
the 34 day trip to Bombay seems many 
years ago .... I was- assigned to hospitals 
and thoroughly enjoyed working with the 
grand American soldier .... There really 
weren't any hardships, just inconveniences. 
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I never became accustomed to the lack of 
sanitation, the unclean habits, and the 
stench of the country. I was located in 
the Province of Bengal, with the rice pad- 
dies and some jungle for my front yard. 
The high light of being in that part of the 
world was the achievement of accumu- 
lating enough days leave for a wonderful 
vacation in Kashmir, a truly beautiful 
country. . . . Having gone via the Atlan- 
tic, I circled the globe by returning via 
Pacific and now forgetting the crowded 
conditions, restlessness and remembering 
the fine acquaintances I made, it will re- 
main a memorable experience." 
Eleanor Holton Martin, long-silent class- 
mate, reports that she and Atto and their 
three daughters; Eleanor Holton, 12 ; Betsy, 
4; and Farris, 16 months, are moving to 
Jacksonville this summer. Atto is district 
manager of Dade Distributors there. 
A note from Daisy Atterbury regrets 
that she could not attend the Rollins 
Spring Get Together of the New York 
Club because, "I have to go to Washing- 
ton to talk with some UNRRA people 
about my return to China next year. I'm 
with a group doing rural reconstruction in 
North China—organizing credit groups, 
public health, etc. At present I'm teach- 
ing in the Chinese Department of Colum- 
bia University, and would greatly appre- 
ciate hearing from Rollins friends." 
Dr. Carlo Morozzo della Rocca, since 
leaving Rollins, taught in Roumania, and 
later became Assistant in Italian at the 
University of Cork where he stayed dur- 
ing the war. He also pursued his musi- 
cal vocation as well and gave piano concerts 
m Roumania, Dublin and Cork. At present 
he is Professor of Philosophy and Educa- 
tion in the Teachers Training Institute and 
will soon start lecturing at the University of 
Rome under an assistantship in English. 
While in Eire he saw two short films of life 
at Rollins, which he says "made my mouth 
water!" 
Your secretary is busy planning a trip 
to California and the Northwest as she is 
to have the entire summer free from Chapel 
Duties. If you see her green Graham and 
Rollins plate No. 245 along the way, flag 
her  down. 
Class of 1931 
Secretary: Jewel May Lewter, 811 N 
Orange Ave.,  Orlando, Florida. 
Robert Levitt has been appointed gen- 
eral manager of promotion for The Am- 
erican Weekly and Puck, the Comic Week- 
ly. He assumed his duties on May 1, hav- 
ing resigned as Eastern director of ad- 
vertising and publicity for David O. Selz- 
nick's motion -picture enterprises.    Before 
the war, in which he served as a lieuten- c 
ant  colonel in  the army,  he had  been  a   '       g 
member   of   the   Hearst   organization   lor 
more than ten years. 
Sympathy is extended to Miss Alice I 
Lerch, Librarian at Rollins in '30 and '31, 
on the death of her mother, Mrs. Mary 
Ashby Lerch, in Washington, D. C, last 
April. Miss Lerch is now on the staff of 
the Library of Congress. 
Bob Stephens was recently promoted by 
the Guaranty Trust Company from As- 
sistant Treasurer to Second Vice Presi- 
dent, and will be virtually in charge of the 
new office of the bank in the Associated 
Press Building in Rockefeller Center. 
June Sth marks his 15th anniversary with 
the   company.      Congratulations,    Bob! 
Mitzi (Mizner) Andrews and young 
Charlie, III, visited Senator Andrews in 
Washington for a week during May. Young 
Charlie, never having seen a trolley car 
before (in case you've forgotten they don't 
run in Winter Park), was so entranced 
that Mitzi spent much of her time riding 
trolleys—vacation deluxe! 
Frank and Dorothy (Emerson) Doggett 
announced the birth of a son John Locke 
Doggett in May. Frank has returned to 
the principalship of the Jacksonville 
Beach High School after a tour of duty 
in the navy. 
(Ed. Note) That the class of '31 has 
news in its column is by no means the fault i 
of Jewel May Lewter, for either she has 
deserted her classmates, or vice versa. How- 
ever she is a good loyal alumna and each 
fall brings Dr. Holt a bag of persimmons. 
Class of 1932 
Secretary: Mrs. William Moore, 408 N. 
Wild Olive, Daytona Beach, Florida. 
A card from Jim Armstrong tells us that 
he is back home at last after having been 
in the Navy for two years, thirteen months 
of which was spent on Guam. He says, 
"I have seen a lot of the world during the 
last two years but I'll still take Orlando 
and Orange County for my part." Last 
March he opened his own wholesale con- 
fectionery and sundry business. 
Gwen Bartholomew Patterson and Ter- 
ry are announcing the birth of a babv girl, 
born April 6. Young Terry's little sister's 
name is Judith Ann. 
Gwen (Heilman) Griffin writes that she 
is Program Director for the Chicago Coun- 
cil of Camp Fire Girls, a full time posi- 
tion, and that she adores it. She is also 
Program Director for the CFG summer 
camp in Michigan. "I have two little 
girls, age five and nine. Life is very full 
and loads of fun. Spent a day in Winter 
Park  last winter  and  saw  Prexy  but  no 
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one else.    Hope to do better next time I 
get a vacation." 
Class of 1933 
Secretaries: Mrs. Henry Douglas, care of 
Pinellas Cigar Co., St. Petersburg, Flor- 
ida; and Philip Horton, Oakwood Drive, 
Peekskill, New York. 
Polly Dudley Merriam has discovered 
that there are two "Hamilton Holts" in 
existence. She almost drove to Galveston 
from Dickinson, Texas, to see the wrong 
Hamilton Holt. 
Doty Lang is now working for a steel 
contractor in Hartford. She plans to at- 
tend the Pi Phi convention in Swamps- 
cott this June and hopes to see some famil- 
iar Rollins faces. 
Lula Rowland Cashwell Robinson's son, 
Oscar Cashwell, will enter Rollins in the 
fall after being discharged from the navy 
next August  with  ten  months  of  service. 
Walter Perkins received his doctors de- 
gree in social staistics from the University 
of Wisconsin. In March he and Mary Lee 
(Korns) heard first hand from Emery 
Reves in New York of the Rollins World 
Government Conference. They were both 
very enthusiastic about and appreciative 
of Dr. Holt's accomplishments in this work. 
Lt. Will Rogers, USNR, has, since last 
heard from, been in Armed Guard, Am- 
phibious, and S. P. duty. He says all is 
well with him and also that Capt. George 
Rogers, '35, is out of the army and teach- 
ing school at Alton, N. H. 
Watt Marchman writes, "I left Bremer- 
haven, Germany, on March 5, 1946, after 
spending two years, three months in the 
European Theater, and received my dis- 
charge from the Army at Fort Bragg, N. 
C, on March 22. It certainly is grand to 
be a civilian again. Haven't taken on any 
new assignment as yet." 
Bob Currie answered a "fishing card" 
with the following: "New wife? No, nor 
an old one that I'm thinking of trading in 
when all the strikes are over and produc- 
tion really gets going full blast. . . . What 
have I been doing? Well, I've kept my 
nose adhered to the grindstone of a dandy 
job as the Executive Director of an In- 
stitution in Pittsburgh working with adult 
parolees. I tore myself away from this 
sink hole for two weeks in February and 
had a too brief vacation in Winter Park. 
Life  is  more  routine  than  glamorous." 
Ed Cruger is now citizen Cruger again 
after a tour of duty as a Lt. in the USNR. 
From convoying 100 octane gas to the 
ETO he was assigned to duty as insur- 
ance counsellor for Navy men on the way 
to civilian life. He's now back with the 
Penn Mutual agency in New York. Shor- 
ty Fisher is also connected with Penn Mu- 
tual in their agency at Jacksonville. He 
expects to be contacted by other insur- 
ai-:ce salesmen after the arrival of the next 
heir due in the near future. George Car- 
rison, Shorty's golf partner, has pulled up 
stakes and gone down to St. Pete for some 
new deal he's cooking up there. Ted Wal- 
ton spoke to me on the phone recently and 
has promised to take in a ball game with 
this correspondent. Ted is with Barnes 
& Noble, a well known book concern, who 
deal in rare books . . . not rare vintages as 
some of his classmates might suppose. Kay 
Hara Howe was a visitor recently in 
Peekskill with Sam and her two fine sons. 
They expect to buy a new home in East 
Haven, Conn. Sam was recently dis- 
charged from the Navy after visiting 
Japan ... on business of a military na- 
ture. Debbie Williams reports her ad- 
dress is now Rockford, Illinois, after a cou- 
ple of years following her sight-seeing na- 
val Lt. husband around. She has two 
lovely blonde daughters and looks as young 
as her graduate days. 
The Alfred Berghults are announcing 
the birth of Betsy Mather Berghult on 
Februarv 22. They are living in Miami 
at 225 N. W. 57th St. 
Billy Salzer was seen at a dance in St. 
Petersburg in March. He was on terminal 
leave from the navy and expected to re- 
turn to Tampa to live and resume his 
work. George Carrison and wife, Ruth 
Hill '39, were also there. They are plan- 
ning to live in St. Pete now and have a 
darling little boy three years old. Another 
couple seen at the same affair was Johnny 
and Jeanne (Fontaine) Rowell. Johnny 
was a Captain in an Anti-aircraft Bat- 
talion as the Battalion Surgeon. He was 
overseas for three years—one year in 
Iceland, one year in England, and one year 
on the continent, having gone over short- 
ly after D-Day. He has six battle stars 
and was awarded the Bronze Star. He was 
discharged in January of 1946 and is now 
practicing medicine again in St. Peters- 
burg. They have a son, six years old, 
Carlton by name. 
(Ed. Note) Your class secretary, Phil 
Horton, writes under the letter head of 
the Corn Exchange Bank Trust Co. as its 
assistant manager, and says, "As for me, 
I am in the above noted spot and fairly 
busy trying to keep up with a changing 
world. However, on the lighter side, I've 
bought a new set of golf clubs and expect 
to spend a good deal of time on the links 
and some at the 19th hole. May even 
teach my wife, Ariel Camp, '35, how to 
play . . . though I dread the thought of 
seeing her tear up the turf ... all men dis- 
like women golfers, especially on Sundays. 
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My oldest son expects to enter Junior 
High next year and the younger is hot on 
his heels." 
Class of 1934 
Secretary: Mrs. Burleigh Drummond 
4103 N. 3rd Street, Apt. 4, Arlington, Vir- 
ginia. 
The Class of 1934 did not show too re- 
sponsive an attitude toward the fishing 
cards but from the answers that were 
received it was possible to track down a 
few lost souls and get up-to-date on sev- 
eral chums of long ago. 
Tommy Thompson, that handsome foot- 
ball hero of '34, is now busy taking care 
of the state of Ohio for his company. 
He and wife, Helen, still live in Oak Park, 
Illinois, and have a daughter, Mary, who is 
four years old. 
Jimmy Gowdy is settled in Chicago as 
Publicity Director for United Airlines in 
the windy  city. 
Bud Childs has moved to Indianapolis 
to  work  with  Meyercord   Company.. 
Betty (Currier) Morris writes the T. 
J. Morris & Co. news—T. J. was dis- 
charged from the navy as a Lt. the end 
of January and they have just bought 
their "dream farm" of fifty acres and a 
house over 200 years old with five fire- 
places. T. J. is back in his law practice 
and they are settling down to enjoy the 
farm with their two daughters, Anne, who 
is six and Mary, just three. 
Mary Butler Longest is doing editorial 
work for the Health and Safety Depart- 
ment of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
in Chattanooga. Before starting for the 
deep south she completed her study at 
Northwestern for a degree of Master of 
Science in Journalism. 
Kingsley Karnopp and his parents stop- 
ped by to see the Dick Wilkersons in 
Springfield, Missouri, on their return drive 
from Old Mexico this spring. "We had a 
great talk about Old Kappa Phi Sigma 
and all you good people. We hope to see 
the many changes and new buildings on 
campus before too long," he writes. 
The marriage of Olive Dickson and Wil- 
liam Francis Dawkins of Orlando took 
place on May 25th in the First Methodist 
church in Orlando. They will be at home 
at 545 Delaney St. 
Burleigh B. Drummond (from Pvt. to 
his present exalted station of Captain) is 
sitting it out at the moment in Trieste, 
Italy, settling Italian Claims against the 
United States and watching the torch- 
bearing Jugoslavs march over the hill tops 
outside of the city. His ever-loving wife 
is still waiting for him in Washington and 
in the meantime still working for Strate- 
gic Service Unit of the War Department. 
Class of 1935 
Secretary: Mrs. John T. Galey, Forsyth 
Road, Charter Oak, R. F. D. No. 5, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 
Ben Kuhns returned from 14 months in 
. the Pacific on February 7th. He made 
the trip from Manila to New York on 
board the U.S.S. West Point. He writes, 
"Marian met me in New York and we had 
a gay time for one week. Saw Ed Cru- 
ger, '33, at the Navy Separation Center and 
George Rogers was on the West Point too. 
Bob Enck, '36, and I had several good times 
in Manila. It sure was good to get back 
home to Marian and the children (Connie 
and Frank)." 
Kathleen Shepherd Pifer and Dorothy 
Shepherd Smith had a two months trip to 
Mexico in March and April. 
Albert Shinholser opened a law office in 
Sanford on February 5th when he was re- 
leased from three and one half years of 
service in the Naval Reserve. 
Dr. Richard C. Shannon is again follow- 
ing his profession, that of being an osteo- 
pathic physician, as a civilian in Spring- 
field, Mo. He was discharged from the 
Army November 20,  1945. 
Gordon Jones, in answer to our request, 
sent a brief personal history, to wit:  "We 
lived   in   Phoenix   until   1940,   and   while 
there I went into the paint mfg. business, 
in which I still am, by remote control. In 
'40 we moved to Los Angeles, where we 
have   lived   since,   except   for   such   short 
and brief side trips as the OPA and sim- 
ilar forces allowed.   I had no military ser- 
vice   due   to   my   automatic   4-F   diabetes 
and arthritis.    Our best  friends in L.  A. 
are the Bob Greiners, of whom one-fourth 
at this writing is Mary Lynn Rogers, '34, 
the rest being, if you don't already know, 
Gail  (6)   and Stephanie  (4)  and Bob, all 
cute   as   can   be,   except   Bob,  who   is   a 
very  nice  chap   nevertheless.    Only   other 
touches with  Rollins have  been drop-bys 
who beat it quicker than ships in the night. 
... As for Jerry Collinson, we saw him 
and his then-bride when Nancy  Cushman 
flew by in her play many moons ago; also 
saw  George  Porter and  Seymour  Ballard 
on  the same occasion and accidentally a 
couple of times since. . . . Am now engaged 
in  trying to get Jimmy  Gowdy  to  bring 
his   family   thisaway   from   Chicago.     All 
hands seem willing but the divils who con- 
trol the housing shortage. 
"Even if we can't promise to be the 
gayest-goin'est alumni on record, we can 
still enjoy chatting with the old gang, so 
please do what you can to enter the fol- 
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lowing info where it'll do the most good: 
111% N. Doheny Dr., Los Angeles, tele- 
phone (for those too lazy to handle big 
books) Bradshaw 2-1210. If either a man 
or woman answers, don't hang up!! We'll 
be here at Del Monte some this summer, as 
Eleanor feels much better away from the 
city. Same invitation goes for visitors 
to Carmel and Monterey, between which 
Del Monte is. Phone here Monterey 2-095, 
for those too lazy to handle small books." 
Jane Marshall, Thurza, '32, and Helen 
Jeanne Fluno, '42, plan a wonderful vaca- 
tion trip through the west during July and 
August. 
Class of 1936 
TENTH REUNION IN PRINT 
Secretary: Mrs. Paul Hadley, 226 Park 
Ave., Swarthmore, Pa. 
Although this June makes it a decade 
since we left Rollins, we could hardly say 
we are a decadent class. Now that I got 
that one off I want to thank you all for 
your fine response to my little plea (hop- 
ing I'll hear from the rest of you for the 
next issue) and now to the latest who's 
who, what's what, and why of our class. 
Claude and Edith Brown Gary were in 
Atlanta from 1940 until this spring. Just 
now Edith is taking it easy in Winter Park 
after five years of constant work with the 
Red Cross. Claude travels a lot as he is a 
safety engineer. They expect to make their 
home in Atlanta. 
Frances Southgate Barnett writes of her 
two little girls. Taylor will be seven in 
July and Emily Wyndham was one in 
February. 
Alice Cleveland writes from Greenville, 
S. C, of a strenuous and active life in 
charity work. This year she was in charge 
of the Women's Division for the Infantile 
Paralysis Drive. All during the war she 
did Nurses' Aid work and now each Mon- 
day morning she works in Dr. White's 
clinic at the Shriners' Hospital, and finds 
working with the crippled children most in- 
teresting. Besides all this, she still finds 
time for bridge and golf. She is on the 
board of the Carolinas' Golf Association 
and plans to enter the tournament in 
Greensboro, starting May 27th. Good 
luck, Alice! 
R. Brown writes from Beatrice, Nebras- 
ka, that they have bought a house and 
that he and his wife and R., II, and Mary 
Lou, are getting pretty well settled down 
into civilian life again. He has been back 
in practice since late January, after spend- 
ing 13 months in India with the ATC. He 
got back to the states on December 4, 
194S, and was discharged December 21st. 
From   Tarcila   Laperal   Mendoza   comes 
the welcome news of her survival and that 
of her family in the Phillipines, and of the 
birth of her second son. She has asked for 
addresses of her classmates since all of her 
earthly possessions including her address 
book were burned. She may be addressed 
at 900-A Rizal Avenue, Manila, P. I. 
Horace Abbott and the former Bar- 
bara Trueblood are living in Baltimore. 
Horace is a superintendent with Lever 
Brothers Co., (having worked with P. 
and G. myself I won't tell you what 
they make) and has been with them for 
most of ten years. Bobbie is active in the 
League of Women Voters, not to mention 
taking care of three small children, Abigail, 
Porter and Barbara. 
Horace recently heard from Jaromir 
Matousek, 67 Barthouova, Prague XII, 
Czech. He is alive and well and apparent- 
ly would appreciate food and news. 
Marlen Eldredge Neumann had just 
completed the typing of her husband's 
Ph.D. thesis when she wrote. A mere 
formality, she says, as he has already 
passed his finals and the thesis has beeen 
accepted. He teaches at the State Teach- 
er's College in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, hav- 
ing been discharged from the army in 
January. Before that he was a 2nd Lt. 
with OSS in Europe. Marlen worked in 
the State Department for two years as an 
officer in the division handling out-infor- 
mation activities abroad. She resigned the 
day Robert disembarked and is now wife, 
homemaker, secretary, cook, and mental 
punching ball. They've found an apart- 
ment. They have a son, Ronnie, 19 
months, red haired, very active, merry, and 
of  course,  intelligent. 
Vickey Pierce is home in Greenwich, 
Connecticut, after spending the winter in 
Palm Beach, Florida. She was discharged 
from the WAC a few months ago. Vicky 
would love to see any Rollins alums who 
might be passing through her town this 
summer. 
Mary Lib (White) Lemly is back in 
Jackson, Mississippi, again where she and 
her husband and little girl, Sally (three 
years old last January), were fortunate 
enough to find a comfortable home. 
Annette Twitchell Whiting writes that 
she and her family are fast getting back to 
normal living. Her husband got back from 
the Pacific in February, at which time their 
child was 14 months old. Being victims of 
the housing shortages, they are building a. 
two car garage with a four room apart- 
ment, bath and all the conveniences in- 
cluding a Bendix. It is to be painted barn 
red so that none of us will have trouble 
finding them. 
Ernie Hills Hawkins now has two sons. 
George is 3%,  Richard is  1  and  1/4. 
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They are now permanently settled in 
quite a large house with plenty of lawns 
for the children and a gorgeous view of 
Hingham Harbor. (When can you expect 
us, Ernie?). 
PSN, I believe that, Paul Sprague Ney 
is bending tubes in New Haven—what I 
mean is that he is with the American Tube 
Bending Co. of New Haven as a sales en- 
gineer, traveling about half the time. He 
reports a fine son, 18 months old. 
J. B. Brown is with the Coca Cola Co. 
in Concord, New Hampshire. 
J. C. Bills is in Newark with the F. B. I. 
Kay Rice Duym was married to Wm A 
Duym in May 1940. Peggy (Margaret 
Anne) was born in August, 1941, and Caro- 
line Jean was born in June, 1943. Kay's 
father died in 1944. Kay spent five months 
in the hospital in 1945, from January to 
June for a lobectemy complete with com- 
plications including a hemorrhage and a 
follow-up operation, 12 transfusions, etc., 
and she requires another operation this 
spring. I am glad to report that she is now 
gaining fast and is looking forward to a 
summer in Middletown Springs, Vt, with 
her children and her mother. 
Dave Bothe is living in Sarasota, Florida. 
He is married to a girl from Lansdale, Pa., 
owns his own home in the sunshine state, 
and is father of a two and a half year old 
boy. He is a full time professional writer 
His plans for the future include a book 
which he hopes to complete this summer. 
Sally Stearns went overseas with the 
ARC in 1943. She served in Africa, Sic- 
ily, Italy, and is now in Germany. 
Betty Test Davis gives a good account 
of herself as follows: One dull year with 
Goodrich in Akron, Ohio. Married in 
1937 to -. Harvey Davis in Dallas. Three 
years in Dallas where they acquired an 
L.L.B. for Harvey and one child. Next six 
years with F.B.I.   (Shh, Shh,  G.-man)   in 
u-,a<* P ' a year and a half and one 
child in Chicago; three and one half years 
and two children in Washington, D C ; 
back to Dallas this spring. Practicing law 
and teaching law at S.M.U. for Harvey 
while a full life is led by Betty keeping the 
house m one piece and children alive and 
always hoping sometime to write a book 
Final family count: Mary Louise, 14 
(riiece whom they are raising) ; Libby, 1V2 
(completely uncivilized—falls out of up- 
stairs windows, cuts own hair, etc.) ; Vir- 
ginia, 2 (a platinum blonde) ; and Har- 
vey, Jr., 10 months old (at last!). 
Jim Tullis writes that he is living in 
Boston. He is a physician and at present 
has a research fellowship at Harvard Med- 
ical School, where he is doing cancer re- 
search. Marjorie (White, '37) and Jim 
have   bought   a  home  in   Newton   where 
they live with their two children, Ginger, 
age 6, and Ann, age 4. 
Jane Thayer MacGaffin has been in 
Cleveland with her family for the last two 
and a half years with their two children, 
Norman John III, age 5, and Anne, age 2, 
while Jack roamed the Pacific as gunnery 
officer on a PC boat. He was discharged 
in December. They have just returned 
to Wilmington to live and Jack is back 
at his job in the nylon division of the 
Dupont Co. Jane says "No, I don't have 
any nylons either." They hope to build 
a house as soon as conditions permit so 
at present are living in a furnished house 
where the latch string is out to all who 
might be coming through Wilmington. 
Alice Trowbridge and Ed Bonelli are 
still located in Larchmont, but hope to set- 
tle in Essex, Connecticut, soon. Ed's war- 
time contributions consisted of work with 
the Coast Guard Auxiliary, teaching and 
overseas duty with the Army Transpor- 
tation Corps, and 11 hours a day with 
every other Sunday off in their local war 
plant. He is now working for an outfit in 
Essex, being associated with Dick Shattuck 
and Giff Warner. Alice was with the Pres- 
byterian Hospital in New York as assis- 
tant director of O. T. for three out of sev- 
en years. During the war she did a stint 
in the CDVO, acted as First Aider, and 
worked on the Victory shift at the same 
plant. Their family consists of one cocker 
spaniel and no children. 
From Dundee, Illinois, our own Penny 
(Pendexter Macdonald) writes that she 
is as healthy as an ox and very little 
smarter, what with riding herd on two 
little guys, aged three and one, tagged Jan 
and Joey respectively. Her husband final- 
ly quit rowing a boat in the Pacific as a 
Lt. Commander on Okinawa—is now with 
Majestic Radio and Records doing pro- 
motion and sales for such ballad singers 
as Louis Prima and Mildred Bailey. 
They're living in the country near Dun- 
dee and just manageing to keep the weeds 
down to eye-level. Penny hears from 
Jinny Jones Hill! regularly—who says 
(if you want to believe it) that her golf 
is awful  but  her  cooking  wonderful. 
In case any of you were planning a 
round of golf on the old Aloma course in 
Winter Park, you'd best forget it for it is 
in the process of becoming an airport— 
first class, too—under the Showalter Cor- 
portation. Howard says the sand really got 
in his shoes, and his wife, Lee, a girl from 
the old home town in West Virginia is with 
him, of course. Good luck on your new 
venture, Howard. 
Allan Stoddard is married to Margaret 
Mary Mulhall of Stamford, Connecticut, 
and   is   now   working   for   the   Prosperity 
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Laundry Machine Co. in Louisville, Ken- 
tucky. 
Johnny Baker now has two little girls, 
Judy and Susan, aged two and four—no 
boys and no hopes. The family income is 
furnished through the courtesy of the 
Piper Aircraft Corp., Lock Haven, Pa., 
builders of Piper Cubs. John is district 
sales manager for the northwestern part 
of the U. S., consisting of twelve states. 
Any of his old Rollins friends can get in 
touch with him at the above Lock Haven 
address. 
Sidney Millar Baker writes that Elliot 
got out of the navy the first of the year 
and they have been looking for a house. 
They finally found one temporarily in 
Overbrook Hills, Pa., and are finding it 
grand to be settled down as a family 
again. Daughter, Judy, is two and one 
half now. 
Edith Stephan Willis' husband has re- 
turned from Europe and, during his ab- 
sence, she was kept busy keeping house 
and working in the Red Cross Motor 
Corps. She was married May IS, 1943, in 
Fort Riley, Kansas. She is living at her 
old home address in Cleveland and would 
love to see or hear from any "New Ohio- 
ians" who come that way. 
Robert Louis Wise is working as a Time 
Study Engineer in the New York area. He 
has been married since August 13, 1943, to 
Masha M. Switzen, N. Y. University class 
of 1940, employed at the Institute of Pub- 
lic Relations. During the war, Robert 
served in the U. S. navy and also as a 
staff officer in the U. S. merchant marine in 
the Atlantic. At present he is attending 
New York University in the evening, tak- 
ing courses related to administrative en- 
gineering. 
After graduating from Rollins, Sterling 
Olmstead entered Yale Graduate School, 
specializing in English. He received his 
M.A. in 1938 and a Ph.D. in 1940. In 1939 
he began work as an English Instructor 
at Renssleaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, 
N. Y., and is still there. In April, 1942, he 
married Barbara Starr (Oberlin, '38) and 
in December of that year was inducted in- 
to the army. He spent most of his army 
career (if you can call it that—quote) as 
a clerk in the Air Corps with the exalted 
rank of S/Sgt. He returned to Rennsleaer 
in January and right now is teaching Eng- 
lish to freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. 
Charles Sealover is now house-hunting 
in Orlando, where he is connected with the 
Commercial  Credit Corp. 
"Zan" Birkbeck spent the winter in 
Brooklyn, New York. She professes to 
like the northern winter and her work at 
the Ottendorfer Library so much that she 
will stay on for a few years. 
Margaret Green Salmen had a happy 
idea—to celebrate the tenth anniversary 
of the year she would have graduated 
from Rollins by returning to complete her 
course. Sad to relate, the problem of 
housing for herself and her two small chil- 
dren in Winter Park makes the plan too 
complicated. 
L. S. Chakales, Associated Press, Grande 
Bretagne Hotel, Athens, Greece, writes, 
"Just for the record: I joined the Asso- 
ciated Press two years ago, leaving the 
managing editorship of the High Point, N. 
C, Enterprise. Spent a year in the Char- 
lotte AP bureau, then was transferred to 
New York. In three months I was sent to 
Rome. Last November I arrived in Greece 
and later in the year was named Chief of 
Bureau for Greece. In addition to normal 
news coverage, in which I have excellent as- 
sistance, I am to establish the Associated 
Press service for Greek newspapers. That 
is quite a task." The city of Orlando has 
been donating food to feed the Greek city 
of Volos, and Soc inspected the city and 
wrote three articles which were featured 
in the Orlando Morning Sentinel. 
Bob Spurr writes from Hawaii, "Since 
February I have been Assistant Professor 
of Chemistry at the University of Hawaii, 
a job which I like very much. I have a 
penthouse office on the top of the Chemis- 
try building, with a magnificent view of 
Waikiki Beach, Honolulu Harbor, and the 
Pacific Ocean in general. The climate is 
sunny, the people are friendly, and alto- 
gether we're glad we came. The housing 
situation was difficult at first, but we 
finally got an apartment when the occu- 
pant died. That's the only way one can 
get an apartment in Honolulu." Bob sends 
an invitation to all Rollins people coming 
out that way to stop in on him at the Uni- 
versity. 
Announcing Little Miss Dana Lynne 
Lasbury. Specifications—Make: Special 
job designed and produced by Leah (Bart- 
lett) and Clyde Lasbury. When better 
babies are built—you can build them! First 
appearance: May 24, 1946—6:00 A. M. 
Weight: Ten pounds and three ounces! 
Wheel Base: Twenty-two inches. Light- 
ing: Bright blue lamps—automatic dim- 
mers. 
As for your correspondent, she is here 
in Swarthmore for a visit so that the fam- 
ily may become acquainted with their 
latest grandchild (now 7% months). Paul 
is working with the Alton Boxboard Co. 
in Alton, 111. (near St. Louis). We have 
just bought a house in Elsah, 111., where we 
will increase the population from 120 to 
123 and one dog. So if you ever come to 
Elsah (it's on the mother of rivers) just 
give a Rollins cheer and I'll come a run- 
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ning. I'll put the latch string out the very 
minute I get back. We might even barbe- 
cue a chicken. Thanks again for all the 
news and I'm still waiting to hear from 
the rest of you. 
Class of 1937 
Secretary: Mrs. Nelson Marshall, Uni- 
versity of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida. 
A letter from Lloyd W. Wharton said 
that he spent three years, five months ac- 
tive service in the navy and, after two 
months in the hospital, "finally gradu- 
ated December last with 49 points as a 
boatswain's mate, 1st class." He took 
entrance examinations at the University 
of Chicago for a year's course in labor- 
relations. 
Congratulations to "Cricket" (Manwar- 
ing) Huber and husband, Chub, who are 
announcing the adoption of a little girl, 
Ruth Downing. 
Lt. Thomas W. Pope, USNR, is back in 
Devon, Pa., having served in the navy 
in the European and Pacific areas. He is 
manager of the John W. Richardson 
Knitting Mill in Berwin, Pa. 
Godfrey G. Koechert writes from Aus- 
tria, "At the beginning of the war I was at 
the western front, then being ordered to 
an officers academy in Potsdam. . . . There 
I often spoke about the U. S. with com- 
rades and about my year at Rollins. So 
the officers' staff found out about my U. 
S. friendly attitude and made an inqui- 
sition on me, and so I told them what I 
really thought of life in the U.S. and that 
was just enough. ... I expected to be put 
in a concentration camp but only was 
kicked out. So being glad not to receive 
the honours of becoming a prussian officer, 
I stayed an Austrian Sgt. for the rest of 
the war. I worked in different offices of 
the Wehrmacht and got in connection with 
men of the resistance and underground 
movement where we really did good work 
to get rid of the Nazis . . . lived in Vien- 
nese cellars during last six months of war 
. . . now I am living at my parents sum- 
mer estate which is, thank God, in the 
U. S. occupied zone of Austria." Godfrey 
hopes to come to the U. S. to stay per- 
manently. His address is: Altmunster- 
Traunsee,   Ober-Oesterreich,  Austria. 
"Chick and Jeanne Prentice came 
to Florida for a vacation in March. While 
in Orlando they visited Harriet (Rose) 
Spears and scouted the campus for famil- 
iar scenes and faces. They live in Burling- 
ton, Vt., where "Chick" is connected with 
Bell Aircraft. 
Laura Lou Lincoln stopped to visit the 
campus    in    March    and    told    of    her 
two  years  with  a  Red   Cross  Recreation 
Division  in   the   Fiji   Islands,   New   Cale- 
donia,    and    Calcutta.      She    was    head- 
ing     toward     New     York     City,     from 
which she writes the following at our re- 
quest:    From   the   little   island   of   New 
Caledonia we went to that "fabulous land 
of   mystery"   (and   misery!),   India.    My 
entire   time   was   spent  in   Calcutta,   the 
"Black Hole", so I've no thrilling tales of 
tigers  and   cobras  and  jungles   to   report. 
I didn't ride on the backs of any elephants, 
nor meet any maharajahs—except one, and 
he was a phoney.    Just to keep appear- 
ance up, however, he presented me with a 
lovely diaphanous green saree with a gold 
border, which would have done even a real 
maharajah proud.    From the comfortable 
vantage point of an American Army post, 
India seemed "dirty, but interesting".   My 
job was planning recreation for patients in 
a   General   Hospital   (usually   about   1500 
patients).     Most   interesting   work   angle 
was when we received some seven hundred 
American POWs released from Jap prison 
camps in Thailand,  Singapore, and Man- 
churia.    Most of them had been prisoners 
for three years or more.    They were the 
most appreciative servicemen I ever worked 
with! We tried to help them "come out of 
the the jungle" before they went home—in- 
troduced them once again to civilized eating 
(did you know that knives, forks, spoons, 
and table linens can make you nervous?) 
soft lights, sweet music, and dancing ("What 
are   the   new   song   hits?",   "Who's   the 
President   now?",   "I   want   to   hear   that 
song, 'Praise the Lord and Pass the Am- 
munition' "). 
There were the dull, routine, monoton- 
ous, heat-soaked days, too, but one doesn't 
remember those too often (except the heat 
—that, you can never forget!). When leave 
time came, we rushed to a mountain re- 
treat from the heat and had two wonder- 
ful weeks trekking in the Himalayas, rid- 
ing horseback over cloud-encrusted hills, 
and in general, wearing ourselves out I 
leading the healthy life! To get to Dar- 
jeeling, you have to spend a night on an 
Indian train, which, in itself, is an out-of- 
this-world experience. (Note to prospec- 
tive travelers: mosquito bombs irritate 
roaches, even the B-29 size!)   From Dar- 
Fromlejt to right   top: David Bothe and family.   Annetta and Herrick, Jr., McConnell 
A V-.Z    ?Ul chlldren-   Stephen Josiah, son of Robert Spurr.   Anne, daughter of 
Anne and Wendy Davis, and Gloria, daughter of Robert Robertson.  Don, Pat, John  and 
H. 6., Jr., Parker 
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jeeling we proceeded on foot to Manchi in 
the native state of Sikkim. Two days later 
most of the party had sufficiently recovered 
to go six up-hill miles further on horseback 
to see a Tibetan monastery, where prayer 
flags fluttered gaily in the breeze sending 
blessings over all the countryside and a huge 
prayer wheel was turned by human hands 
twenty-four hours a day. As we reached the 
summit of the hill, the setting seemed per- 
fect. We were off the beaten tourist trail at 
last! The strange chants of some kind of ser- 
vice came from a small chapel. We were 
greeted here with deep bows and many 
"salaams" by a very Charlie-Channish 
looking character in a long, lush satin 
gown with colored embroidery and full 
sleeves. He bowed us into the dimness of 
the inner sanctum. In ceremonial robes, 
six old men with withered skin and a look 
of century-old wisdom sat cross-legged on 
either side of the center aisle, each imper- 
turably twirling a prayer wheel. A huge 
gold Buddha loomed to the ceiling in front 
of us. Simple offerings of rice and flower 
petals were strewn about his feet. Ancient 
dust-laden bamboo books lined the walls. 
I could even imagine bats in the high cor- 
ners but in the dim light I couldn't be sure. 
We were delighted. "This is it," we whis- 
pered, "This is the real thing!" As we 
turned to leave, a crisp, cold voice, in 
solemn English, warned, "Six rupees, 
please!"   We paid two in disgust and left. 
Jack McKay was recently appointed 
executive vice president in charge of opera- 
tions of Embry-Riddle Co. in Miami. 
Frances Perpente Wright recently sold 
a short story entitled "Louise" to Good 
Housekeeping magazine. It will appear in 
the June issue, so be sure and look for 
it. Frances' husband is still in the ser- 
vice and she lives in Brooklyn with her 18 
months old son. 
The marriage of Margaret Anne Coburn 
of Baltimore, Md., to Lt. Richard Lee, 
Jr., USNR, has been announced. The 
ceremony was performed on Saturday, 
February 23rd at Saint John's Episcopal 
Church, Havre de Grace, Md. Richard 
served with the navy for four years in the 
Pacific. On receiving his discharge, he 
will resume his law practice with the firm 
of Minton, Murphy & Curren. They will re- 
side in Pelham Manor at 4545 Boston 
Post Rd. 
Sylvia Lima became Mrs. Odair Grillo 
while still in the United States.    She now 
has two children and lives in Rio de Jan- 
eiro. 
Steve Slosberg arrived home for Christ- 
mas after two and a half years in the 
navy. He served as an executive officer 
on a subchaser. 
Peggy LeFevre Mcjunkins writes that 
her husbanl, Orren, has been presented with 
the Meritorious Civilian Service Award. As 
Chief of the reparations, removal and de- 
molition section of the Industry Branch, 
Office of Military Government for Ger- 
many, he is charged with the establish- 
ment of policies and procedures with the 
Russian, British, and French elements and 
officials of the International Allied Repara- 
tions Agency for shipments of industrial 
plants to be removed from Germany un- 
der the reparations program. Peggy hopes 
that she and Meredith may join him in 
Germany. 
Voice from Hollywood: "At this point 
I have just finished a stinker of a picture 
called "Suddenly it's Spring" with Paul- 
ette Goddard. . . . This is the second pic- 
ture within a year that I have worked on 
with Paulette. The other was "Kitty". Just 
before that I played an Army Flier in "To 
Each His Own" with Olivia De Haviland. I 
have two good pictures coming up in the late 
summer. . . . Right now I really have 
my hands full. I am the assistant producer 
of the 12th Annual Police show ... all 
very  lavish. 
"Bruce Macintosh, head designer for 
Howard Greers, and I have just bought a 
wonderful new house up in the hills . . . 
Needless to say we both love it out here 
and would never live anywhere else. Now 
remember, I am not trying to run down 
Florida, because I love that too, but for 
all year around this is it. 
"If you ever see any of my old pals say 
hello to them and tell them to write to me. 
Three guesses? Yes: George Q. Por- 
ter! 
Dr. Detalmo Pirzio-Biroli of Italy, better 
known at Rollins as "Bingo," was reunioned 
at Christmas time with his wife, who had 
been in Dachau and Buchenwald concentra- 
tion camps, and their two little boys found 
in an orphanage where they had been placed 
by the Nazis. "Bingo" has promised the 
Rollins students a story of his experiences, 
about which he says, "I feel very strongly 
that this story of these years is something 
I owe to my alma mater, because Rollins 
has very much to do with it.    My exper- 
From left to right, top: Hope, III, son of Peggy Strong. Nancy Elizabeth, daughter of Alice 
Elliott Shaw. Meredeth, daughter of Margaret Le Fevre Mcjunkins. Theron, Mary Lib, 
and Sally Lently. Robert Allen, son of Thelma Van Bttskirk Douglass. Susan Elizabeth, 
daughter of the Morton Schoenfelds. Alice, Elliott, and Jane, children of Elizabeth Elliott 
Ladrie. 
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lence at Rollins, though having taken place 
so many years ago, has remained an impor- 
tant and indestructible part of my spir- 
itual and moral education and has inspired 
thoughts and deeds for years after and in 
very difficult circumstances." 
Class of 1938 
Secretary: Marita Stone, Rollins College, 
Winter Park, Florida. 
Bob Kurvin has opened a flying school 
in Daytona and is Volusia County dealer 
for Luscombe. He was a navy aerial 
gunner during the war. He and Jessie 
(Steele) and their three boys live at 840 
S. Ridgewood, Daytona Beach. 
Charles Lane, who worked as a Radio 
Engineer for General Electric Co. in 
Bridgeport developing Radar and allied 
equipment during the war, is now trying 
to establish himself as an Electronic Con- 
sultant. 
John Turner dropped in at the Alumni 
House on March 29th. He was separated 
from the navy around Christmas and now 
lives in Palm Beach and wears a real Flor- 
ida tan (becomingly). He and his wife, 
Martha Anne, hope all their Rollins friends 
will look them up at 281 Monterey Rd., 
Palm Beach, when there. 
Jack Rich visited the Showalters in Win- 
ter Park for a few days in May, while on 
a brief leave from his duties with the navy. 
He will enter Johns Hopkins University to 
begin work toward his masters degree in 
history this fall. 
George Waddell is managing the Wad- 
dell Showcase Co. in Greenfield, Ohio, and 
we hear that brother, Bud, is also connect- 
ed with the business. 
Bill and Helen (Swalstead) Schultz 
moved back to Orlando. Helen was re- 
cently elected to provisional membership 
in the Orlando Junior Welfare Associa- 
tion. Farmer Anne Miller Dunlop and 
little Bill visited the alumni house in May. 
The Dunlops are now settled in Versailles, 
Ky., and expect to be there "the rest of 
our lives." 
"Mink" Whitelaw has recently accepted 
a position with a Tampa firm. (Just after 
we got him all settled in Miami!) 
Dr. Davitt is a papa again, it's a boy, 
born May 26. By now the little fellow 
must have a name, but when we heard 
about it, he was still "Baby Felder". 
Barbara Bennett Patterson came to the 
aid of her alma mater and joined the staff 
of the Registrar in the emergencv caused bv 
Miss Treat's illness. 
Class of 1939 
Secretary: Frances Daniel, Box 816, Or- 
lando, Florida. 
It was great to get caught up on the 
news with Elsie Moore. In December, 
1944, she married Daniel Watts Troy, a 
lawyer. They now live in Montgomery. 
Elsie has been in social work, went into 
personnel and has been connected with 
Simonds Accessories Co. in New York and 
at Maxwell Field, Alabama. At present 
she is Personnel Technician with the State 
of Alabama. 
Pris Smith Kingsley writes that in 
March she was to move to Boston. They 
had not found a permanent home when 
she wrote. She hopes to get south next 
winter. 
Warren Goldsmith and his wife have 
a little daughter, Susan Jane, now one 
year old. 
Paul Welch is out of the navy and living 
in Webster Groves, Mo. He is connected 
with the Monsanto Chemical Co. 
Nine months old Mary Diane Daugherty, 
daughter of June (Mutispaugh) and 
Oliver Daugherty, was baptized in the 
Frances Chapel of Knowles Memorial 
Chapel on Sunday, May 12th, by Dean 
Arthur Enyart. Wanita and Harold Mutis- 
paugh are Mary Diane's godparents. 
Charles Lancaster is now out of the 
army and a flight student under the G. I. 
Bill. He said he would try to write in 
more detail later. 
Mortimer Lichtenstein was discharged 
from the army on May 7 as a captain. 
He is directing in Yardly, Pa., this sum- 
mer, and plans to act in musical comedy 
in the fall. 
Jack Clark paid a visit to Rollins on 
April 14th. He was discharged from the 
navy on March 9th and had been visit- 
ing his family in Palm Beach where he saw 
"Polly" and Roselie Atwood. Jack plans to 
return to his former work in the personnel 
department of Acme Shear Co. in Bridge- 
port, Connecticut. 
Marvin Scarbrough is out of the army 
now and has returned to his profession, 
dentistry, in New Haven. 
Nicholas Hume, son of Augusta Yust and 
Warren C. Hume, was baptised in the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel on May 31st. 
by Dean Edmonds. 
Yours truly plans to be in New York 
this summer at the New York School of 
Social Work. 
Class of 1940 
Secretary: Mrs. C. Edwin Boswell, Jr., 
3601 San Pedro, Tampa, Florida. 
Lt. Ely Haimowitz has been appointed 
Civil Music Administrator of Ceoul, Korea, 
where he is now stationed. He will serve 
six months  longer in  the army and  then 
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continue the work as a civilian. 
Lt. Commander Arax Ehramjian is now 
stationed at the U. S. Naval Hospital in 
Corpus Christi, Texas. 
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Kresler (Frances 
Perrotet) are announcing the birth of 
Stacey Porter Kresler on March 8, 1946. 
Frances has gone to Indianapolis, Indiana to 
join her husband who is practicing there. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Fullerton 
(Carolyn Sandlin) are announcing the 
birth of Richard Sandlin Fullerton on 
May 18, 1946, in Old Fort, North Caro- 
lina. 
Tappy and Ed Levy-Whitner have liv- 
ened up the celery city this past season. Ed 
is running the Seminole Country Club 
and the Sanford Celeryfeds, Sanford ball 
club, and has even appeared in a few 
games. 
Irving Felder and his wife are settling 
in Winter Park. Irving is the new regional 
director of Sales and Traffic for Norseman 
Air Transport, Inc., with headquarters in 
Orlando. 
Margaret Colvin Keating, husband, and 
two and a half year old daughter are es- 
tablished in their home at 2435 Whittier 
St., Saginaw, Michigan. Captain Keating 
finished the war in Czechoslovakia in Pat- 
ton's Artillery and had points to spare 
for a prompt discharge. 
Alice Elliott Shaw and her husband and 
small daughter are leaving the Michigan 
snow behind and returning to Melbourne, 
Florida, to make their home. 
Class of 1941 
Secretary: Mrs. Joe Johnson, 10 Sewell 
St., Augusta, Maine. 
There's little to offer in the way of news 
this time. How about a word from some 
of you characters? Don't let the news 
of '41  disappear entirely. 
Bower and Gracia Tuttle Corwin, with 
their daughter, Linda, are making their 
home in Jacksonville where Bower is 
working for the Champion Spark Plug Co. 
Jack Harris writes from Cleveland that 
"after having spent a delightful seige in 
the Army Air Corps highlighted by skiing 
in the High Sierras," he and his wife, Mari- 
lyn, are settling in Cleveland and await- 
ing an addition in July. While in San 
Francisco they saw Wes Hausman who is 
still flying for United on the Seattle run. 
In New York they ran into Aldine and 
Corky MacCorkle and Dick Kelly. 
From Manny Ehrlich we have word that 
he is home from the South Pacific and 
honorably discharged from the navy. 
Bill and Barbara (Brock) Daugherty 
are living near Washington Court House, 
Ohio, and Bill is working on his master's 
degree in Physical Education at Ohio State. 
He is planning to coach in Ohio next year 
and then hopes to go to Columbia for his 
doctor's degree. 
Clyde and Sally Hodgdon Jones have 
bought a new home in East Boothbay, 
Maine, where Clyde is going into the ship 
building business. 
The last we heard from Warren and 
Carolyn Lewis Siddall which was in March, 
Wah was going into the steel business and 
Lew, with daughter Judy, was in Niles, 
Ohio, as her mother was ill. 
Johnny and Polly Young Giantonio are 
in Barberton, Ohio, where Johnny is with 
American Vitrified Products. 
An item from Terry Steele Rogers re- 
ceived in October seems to have been over- 
looked. At that time she was awaiting her 
husband's release from the Army. They 
have three children, Richard Jr., 5; Leslie 
Hope, 2% ; and Terry Steele, 1. 
Verges van Wickle was discharged from 
the army in February and is back in Mi- 
ami. On April IS he visited the Alumni 
House and told us of seeing Neal Luzier 
at Hickam Field, Hawaii, last August. 
This is our first news that Neal was in 
the service. At that time he was a 2nd 
Lt., serving as navigator on a B-29. Six 
names have been added to the Rollins 
Honor Roll in the past three months by 
means of the "grapevine". How many 
more are omitted is a problem we would 
like solved. 
Charlotte (Stout) Hooker has been busy 
sending dramatic talent to Rollins. She 
writes from Memphis, and we wonder if 
she was just visiting her parents or if she 
is now  making her home there. 
Betty Mackemer visited Rollins on May 
8th enroute to Marathon Key with her 
parents for some deep sea fishing. She 
was separated from the WAVES last 
January and hasn't yet gotten over her 
urge to loaf! 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson Moorman 
(Barbara Northern) are announcing the 
birth of a daughter, Marilyn Moorman, on 
March 23rd, 1946. 
As for me, Judy, Todd, and I are still 
with my family in Maine, hoping that a 
house in Orlando or Winter Park will turn 
up soon. Buck is in the insurance busi- 
ness in Orlando now in the firm of Wise and 
Johnson, having been released from the 
navy early this year. 
Class of 1942 
Secretary: Elizabeth Knowlton, 611 N. E. 
23rd St., Miami, Florida. 
Dick Kelly was right in there pitchin' all 
winter. His "Report from Europe" ap- 
peared in the March issue of  The Archi- 
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tectural Forum, as well as articles in 
Coronet and Colliers. He also promoted 
the rousing Rollins cocktail party of Mav 
IS in New York City. 
Ashley Purse is now living at Lookout 
Mountain, Georgia, and working with 
Purse Advertising Co. in Chattanooga, 
lennessee. He was released from the Air 
Corp as a captain in September of 1945. 
John Gross is attending the graduate 
school of the Renssleaer Polytechnic In- 
stitute, taking advanced work in Chemis- 
try. Gertrude (Musselwhite) and John 
Jr. are also there in Troy, New York. 
Isabel Tyson writes, "I always turn up 
just like the penny. This time back in 
Jersey—at Packanack Lake, in fact. Nan 
Johnson will be back from Guam next 
month," (May, she might be here by 
now), and I can hardly wait to see her 
She was out in Ohio for a visit three years 
ago but we have added a boy, Jimmv 
since then." 
Elva (Kennedy) and Gerald Kenderdine 
announce the birth of a son, Gerald, on 
April twelfth. They are living in Tampa, 
where Gerald, Jr. was born. 
Glad to locate Jules Steffans again out of 
the navy and back in Cleveland, Ohio He 
very thoughtfully sent beautiful flowers to 
the Chapel during Founders' Week and it 
took two months to find and thank him. 
Milton G. Chancey was discharged from 
the army on January 4th and is living in 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. He writes that 
he is a student and we would be interested 
in hearing more details. 
Frank Grundler, who left Orlando in 
February to enroll at Cal-Aero-Tech at 
Glendale, California, for a year's course in 
aeronautical engineering, wrote "Reilly" 
Jones: "If any of the ex-G. I.'s think they 
are getting a raw deal at Rollins (they 
dont) tip 'em off to the set up we have 
out here. ... We bunk in barracks that 
have been subdivided into roomettes that 
measure about six feet square, with walls 
about five feet high. There's no privacy 
whatever, and it's noisy all the time. Bath- 
ing facilities are in another building out- 
side, and this California weather . . . found 
out what they mean by liquid sunshine— 
we call it rain in Florida. Think we waste 
a lot of time in the class periods, but I am 
not going to tell them I don't like the 
method they use, because I honestly don't 
believe they would change it!" 
Peter Schoonmaker arrived on campus 
March 21st after being discharged from the 
service. He stayed on through the spring 
term to assist Fred Ward as golf instruc- 
tor. 
Merlin Mitchell entered the University 
of Texas to study journalism the winter 
term of 1946.    He was a speaker at the 
recent annual meeting of the Texas Folk- 
lore Society there, giving "Interpretations 
of Western Songs". He is still plunking his 
guitar. b 
Don Riddle served four years with the 
army, the last eight months of which were 
spent in Japan. He arrived home around 
the 1st of March and was treated to an 
Open House by Caroline (Mills) soon 
after. Among the Rollinsites present were 
Virginia Fender Arnold of Chicago, "Do- 
do    (Yust)   Smith and husband, Wallace 
?i™\IZabfLtIV,.,New Jersey> and LibWe (Mills) and Bill Brant. 
Dejay Shriner is now at 17 Dogwood < 
Lane, Larchmont, New York. He returned 
to the States on the Queen Mary last No- 
vember, having served for five years in the 
Army Air Forces Reserve as a captain. At 
present he is with American Airlines at 
La Guardia Field, but says he may or may 
not stay there, having a strong urge to 
either return to Europe or go to South 
America. 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Arden W. Cowgill 
(Janet Sorenson) are announcing the birth 
of a son, John Arden Cowgill, on Mav 
24th in Orlando. 
Jack Liberman will receive his M A 
from Harvard this June. Congratulations! 
Jack! 
Now we're having to rely on brothers 
for news of the busier alumnae. Tommy 
Thompson brings us up-to-date on his 
talented blonde sister: "As for Priscilla, 
shes become engaged to a Bill Henrkks, 
a Commander in the Navy, now in charge 
of public relations in Chicago, and soon to 
be _ out, he hopes. . . . She's still in radio, 
writes script for CBS, and may take over 
the Wishing Well program in Chicago 
soon. Her picture will be featured in the 
Chicago Times, new Sunday paper on 
June 9th, I think, anyhow its a full one 
page spread on the cover, depicting a newly 
engaged girl and the troubles that confront 
her in selecting her bridal outfit and fur- 
nishings—very much to the point and 
timely, I'd say." For the meagre news 
he sends of himself, see class of '34. 
There seem to be many Rollins reunions 
on a small scale going on throughout the 
states. Tad Cist, who is in Scarsdale, sees 
the New York group occasionally—Sue 
Turner Russel, the Cranes, Helen Darling 
Johnson, and Dud Darling. He also en- 
joyed seeing Dr. Waddington. 
The Powells, Johnnie and Daphne, had 
an unexpected reunion with the Tramp- 
lers, Jimmy Gunn, Jim Niver, and Lucille 
David. Jimmy Gunn is at Yale, and the 
otner Jim is moving into the same build- 
ing as the Powells. Johnnie has just 
about finished classes at Columbia and 
will   get   his   degree   from   Rollins.     He 
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is studying privately, singing in several 
churches. Daphne is playing for several 
singers, assisting at Columbia Opera class, 
and will be on the staff at Juilliard next 
fall playing for Karin Branzell. Quite a 
busy family, the Powells! 
Betty Watson Dearing with husband and 
young Rae, are living in Falls Church, Va. 
Hal is on shore duty for the first time, so 
they are enjoying a more normal life than 
formerly. Betts sees the Brooks twins quite 
often, also Gloria Goode is there, getting 
ready to be married the first of June. 
Shirley Ely didn't have much news but 
hopes to after she and Watt attend the 
New York Rollins cocktail party. (The 
party was May 15th, so more news, please, 
Shirley.) 
(Ed. Note) Elizabeth Knowlton, your 
class secretary, has been graduated from the 
Eastern Air Lines School for Flight At- 
tendants at Forest Hills, L. I., and has 
been assigned to serve aboard a Silverliner 
of the Great Silver Fleet. She is now living 
in Miami. She says she was most pleased 
to have Don Ogilvie for a passenger to De- 
troit not long ago. 
Class of 1943 
Secretary: Mrs. Paul C. Haley, Belle Isle, 
Pine  Castle, Florida. 
Many thanks to you who answered my 
plea for news this past month and those 
who haven't had time yet to answer we 
hope to be hearing from you by next issue. 
Lambie Raymond Langlotz and Bob are 
permanent residents of Daytona Beach now 
where Bob is associated with the Russell 
& Axon Consulting Engineers. The baby 
keeps them both busy but they say they 
love it. . . . And while on the subject of 
babies, a cunning note from Memphis, Ten- 
nessee, announces the birth of Michael 
Lewis Dean on March 15th. The ISth hap- 
pens to be Jimmy's birthday too. 
Lucy Jones Grey says that the news from 
her and daughter Leslie is still the same 
as they are waiting for Hugh to be sent 
home from Japan. He has been overseas 
for 18 months so they feel sure he'll be 
home very soon. 
Doug and Norine Bills write from Al- 
exandria, Virginia, that they are looking 
forward to coming back to "Sunny Flor- 
ida and Rollins" come September. Doug 
will finish up his courses at that time. They 
are announcing the birth of Dougie, Jr., 
who  arrived  May  24th. 
About the most active members of our 
illustrious class is one Keisy Castor. 
Keisey's letter simply leaves one breath- 
less. She spent several months this past 
winter with Tim and Audrey Tyler in Or- 
lando.   The three of them traveled to New 
Orleans for Mardi Gras and then spent 
three weeks over at Daytona. "Certainly 
was wonderful to see so many of the old 
crew back," she says, "It was better than 
"Color Back" for the old grey hairs." Oh, 
yes, then she went back to Daytona be- 
fore finally returning to Corry, Pennsyl- 
vania. Now do you see what I mean by 
being left breathless? 
Uncle Sam decided to dispense with 
Warren Titus on the 10th of March and he 
has been enjoying a bit of a vacation since 
then. He will enter Teachers College at 
Columbia in June to work on his master's 
degree in music education. 
Dick Forbes is not quite as fortunate as 
Warren and is at present in Germany 
where as a 1st Lt. he operates in a Photo 
Technical Squadron. Dick has been over- 
seas over a year now, first going to Italy 
and then going on to Germany the latter 
part of February. He has found time to 
take a trip to Switzerland where he had a 
picture taken of himself on skis. 
Robert Blackwood is out of the army 
and a student at the University of Vir- 
ginia Law School. He and Virginia (Kirk- 
land) are living there in Charlottesville, 
Va. 
Eugenie Van de Water Fleckinger has 
been visiting her mother in Winter Park 
before joining her husband, Clark, in Ma- 
racaiho, Venezuela, where he is with the 
Creole Petroleum  Corp. 
Floyd Jaggears is back on campus as a 
post graduate student. His wife is also 
here, and he is preparing for a coaching 
and  teaching job in  the fall. 
James Niver was discharged February 
9th, rested in Daytona Beach for awhile; 
visited in Winter Park and then went on 
to New York City. He said he would 
have settled in New York or California by 
June, so please let us know where you are, 
Jimmy! 
Bill Justice returned in February from 
the war and joined Marian (Russ) in Tam- 
pa. In spite of his declaration to loaf as 
long as Marian worked, he soon found 
himself teaching at Tampa University and 
also   assisting  the  football  coach  there. 
Mem (Stanley) Turner wrote Prexy in 
March that she wanted to bring her hus- 
band, Roger, to Rollins to acquaint him 
with her alma mater. He is in California 
and she is trying to convince him that the 
east coast is the place to live. She says 
how proud she is of the record Rollins is 
making in the affairs of the day. 
Barbara Brown was married to Lt. Den- 
nis V. Shea in New York City on Monday, 
February 11th. A graduate of St. John's 
University, Lt. Shea was stationed at the 
AAF Center in Orlando. They are now liv- 
ing in New York City. 
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Ben Abberger received his M.D. degree 
recently from Tulane Medical School and 
at the same time was given his 1st Lieu- 
tenancy. He had been at Tulane under 
the Army Special Training Program. Now 
he is on an inactive status and on June 
1st will begin a one year's assignment at 
Charity Hospital in New Orleans as an 
interne. After he is finished there, he will 
again be on active duty in the army for 
three years as a doctor. 
Pat (Warner) and Grady Ray vacationed 
at Haines City and Daytona Beach upon 
his return from the Pacific in April. They 
visited the college around the first of May 
and attended the wedding of "Spec" (Wein- 
berg) Jones to Dede Plummer. They plan- 
ned to drive to the west coast the middle 
of May as Grady will be stationed with 
the Marines near San Diego. He plans to 
enter flight school this summer. 
"Spec" Jones and Dede Plummer, grad- 
uate of the Yale University art department 
and instructor in art at Rollins for the past 
two years, were married May 1st at the 
army air base Chapel in Orlando. Ina Mae 
Bittle was the bride's attendant and An- 
drew Serros acted as best man. They are 
now living at 1103 E. Washington St., Or- 
lando, where "Spec" is a teacher and ath- 
letic coach at St. James high school. 
Ina Mae Bittle waited breathlessly and 
had the whole college on tiptoe for Quen- 
tin's return from a long stretch in the Pa- 
cific. In March he appeared without warn- 
ing. He was discharged as a 1st Lt. and he 
and Ina Mae are Mr. and Mrs. Civilian 
Bittle now, address: Delavan Lake, Dela- 
van Wisconsin. 
Betty Cameron of the Rollins art fac- 
ulty and library plans to return to Dr. 
Alex Waite's camp in North Carolina this 
summer as an art instructor. 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Royall are announcing 
the birth of Celeste Anne Royall on Feb- 
ruary 26, 1946, in Greenwich, Connecticut. 
Marjorie H. Bowman and Carl H. Fow- 
ler were married on June 15th in the 
Church of the Messiah at Patterson, New 
Jersey. 
Pauline Betz was named to represent the 
United States in the Wightman Cup tennis 
matches in England this June. Incidentally, 
we heard over the radio on May 28th that 
the New York police were looking for Miss 
Pauline Betz, not to make an arrest you 
understand, but to return to her a hand- 
bag which contained her passport. It had 
been left in a taxi and without it she would 
have been unable to leave the country. 
Morton and Mary Elizabeth Schoenfeld 
wrote to let us know the news of their 
"blessed event". Jeremiah Albert was 
born on Thursday, May 9th. They say, 
"We can chalk up another Rollins student 
for the class of 1962 or thereabouts." Mor- 
ton is the director of the Denison University 
A Cappella Choir, which had its annual 
concert on Easter Sunday. 
Peggy (Caldwell) Strong and husband, 
Hope, are now living in Long Beach, Cal- 
ifornia, where Hope is stationed at the 
naval air station. 
In March the Navy awarded Paul Mer- 
edith a long overdue Silver Star for gal- 
lantry in action on an operation that took 
place over a year ago. Paul was stationed 
at Ft. Pierce this past winter but expected 
to leave in May. 
Class of 1944 
Secretary: Marjorie P. Coffin, Pine 
Manor Junior College, Wellesley 81, Mas- 
sachusetts. 
Some rather interesting news has come 
in this month but I am afraid the girls 
have done much better than the boys in 
responding. Gene Chizik is the only one 
I heard from and it is good to know that 
he is out of the service now and planning 
to return to Rollins in the fall with the rest 
of the gang. Keep up the good work, 
Gene. 
Edith Fitzpatrick and "Queenie" Wells 
have just returned from a wonderful win- 
ter in Hollywood, Florida. "Queenie" is 
now in business for herself in New Jersey 
and Hollywood and apparently is doin'" 
all right for herself. It is called "Wells 
Originals"—hand painted and sequined 
cocktail blouses and hand painted ties 
Nice going, "Queenie." Jane Mosby White 
and her husband have returned to Tope- 
ka. Frank Nicolas and his wife are there 
too. 
Alice and Ed Acree are back in Winter 
Park and are having a swell time. Ed was 
discharged from the service in January 
and went back to Rollins for the spring 
term, where he is doing biology and botanv 
and eventually expects to do graduate work 
in horticulture. Their son Bruce is a pret- 
ty big boy now (really a little he man') 
and apparently likes Winter Park,  too. 
Tic (Van Duser) Martin writes that her 
husband returned from China last August 
and worked for the American Air Lines 
Recently they returned to Middletown, 
New York, where Isham is learning Mr 
Van Duser's dry goods business. They are 
expecting an heir in September and natur- 
ally are terribly excited and proud about 
it.    Congratulations to  you both! 
Evelyn Long spent a month in Kalama- 
zoo with Judy Sutherland Goldbrath and 
had a perfectly super time. She also saw 
Ann Mogford Theeman and reported that 
all was fine with them.   Evelyn stopped her 
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teaching in February and does not know 
what she will do now. 
Terry Dean writes us the exciting news 
that she received her engagement ring last 
Christmas Eve and expects to be married 
this month. 
. Jean Holden Cole writes that Earle is 
out of the Navy and going to finish col- 
lege this June. Their son, Hank, is 17 
months old now. They have seen Herman 
and Frankie, Ed Waite, Don and Caroline 
Riddle, etc. The "Old Guard" certainly 
seems to have returned. 
Jane Cotton Morrison and her husband, 
Lt. Col. Carl S. Morrison, are stationed at 
Grenier Field, Manchester, New Hamp- 
shire. Her husband was overseas for three 
years and arrived home last January. 
Dave McCreery is out of the navy and 
with the First National Bank of Miami 
Beach. Next fall, he and his wife, Phyllis, 
and son David, will move into the new 
home they have just bought there. 
The engagement of Gloria Goode to Max 
Truman Smith, Jr. was made in May. 
The wedding will take place on June 29 at 
the Wardman Park in Washington, D. C, 
S9 by the time you read this, Gloria may 
already be Mrs. Max Truman Smith, Jr. 
He graduated from Princeton in 1941 and 
is now studying for his master's degree 
in chemical engineering at Stanford. 
Peter Dodd Cashore, son of Phyllis 
(Baker) and Edward O. Cashore was bap- 
tised on May 19th in the Knowles Chapel 
by Dean Edmonds. 
The marriage of Reedy Talton and Gra- 
tia Warlow Barr, of Orlando, took place 
on May 29th in St. Luke's Cathedral in 
Orlando. Reedy is now on terminal leave 
as a first lieutenant in the Sixth Marine 
Division, having just returned from 17 
months duty in the Pacific. He will be 
released from the service on June 24th. 
After a trip to New York City they will 
go to the Adirondacks, where he will serve 
as instructor at the Peekskill Summer Mil- 
itary academy. 
Nancy Schoonmaker became Mrs. Henry 
A. Heidt, II, on May 17, at her home in 
Caldwell, N. J. Brother Pete's plane had 
motor trouble, so there had to be a last 
minute substitution in the wedding party, 
while Pete returned to Winter Park. 
The engagement of Elaine Rachlin to 
Mr. Arthur E. Lebovitz has been an- 
nounced. Some of you may remember 
Elaine's raving about a certain Artie, then 
in England, and this is indeed the same 
"Artie" of the small black mustache. They 
plan to be married in the fall at which 
time Artie will have taken his Bar Exam 
after completing his law courses at the 
John Marshall Law School in Jersey City. 
Rollins' science library has received from 
John Bistline a large book of clippings con- 
cerning the atomic bomb. Johnny was 
connected with the Manhattan project 
after leaving here in 1944. In addition to 
the volume of bomb-clippings, he has lent 
the library for display three nuggets of 
desert sand, fused by the heat of the ex- 
ploding atomic bomb at Los Alamos last 
July. This has sometimes been referred to 
as  "green  earth". 
Ellie (Plumb) Smiley and husband vis- 
ited the campus during April. 
Jean Otey Beard and husband, Joe, have 
settled in Birmingham, Alabama, where 
Joe, who recently received his discharge 
from the naval air corps is on the advertis- 
ing staff of  the Universal Match  Corp. 
We ran into Dave Low on campus who 
was discharged so recently he hadn't had 
time to get out of uniform. He was head- 
ing for his old stamping grounds, the sci- 
ence lab. 
At the end of winter term, Phil and 
Jessie Reed and their new baby boy re- 
turned to Chelmsford, Mass., to make their 
home. 
The marriage of Harriette Maguire and 
Rupert Anton Triplitt of Lubbock, Tex., 
took place April 26th in the Cathedral of 
the Incarnation, Garden City, N. Y. Mr. 
Triplitt is an alumnus of Texas Techno- 
logy College and served as a first lieutenant 
in the U. S. Naval Reserve for four years. 
They will live in Garden City. 
Jean Hamaker and Bill Pumphreys 
were married at Christ Church in New 
York City on June 9. The ceremony was 
performed by Dr. Sockman, '37—Hon. 
Bill and Jean will live in Florida and plan 
to visit the campus next fall. 
Class of 1945 
Secretary: Grace Elizabeth Sebree, 1407 
West 1st St., Sanford, Florida. 
Judy (Braly) and Kermit Dell had a 
stork visitation in April. Result, one love- 
ly little girl named Bonnie. 
Bob Krell has been busy making mani- 
kins for Lord and Taylor, etc., in New 
York. He is with Greneker Co. and loves 
his work for the chance it gives him to 
experiment and use his sculpturing and 
painting skill. 
Lee Adams who went to the Fairchild 
Garden in Miami after graduating from 
Rollins last year, is now in the wilds of 
Honduras and expects to remain there to 
teach in the Popenoe college. Lee is also 
busy illustrating tropical fruit. 
Nancy Corbett says, "I'm knee deep in 
interviewing people for a perfume cam- 
paign that our advertising company is 
launching. Yesterday and today I've been 
down in the colored district getting their 
Rollins Library 
ideas. Tonight I'm going to the Y.W.C.A. 
to interview. I wouldn't mind the night 
work at all, if it were the Y.M.C.A.—but 
no such luck. Don't men use Tigress, De- 
vastating, Possession, and My Sin per- 
fumes?" Nancy plans to take time off 
this summer to enter the tennis nationals. ' 
Dorothy Churchill has taught and acted 
as librarian in a small rural schoool at 
Sanford, North Carolina. She will spend 
the summer at her home in Winter Park. 
Nancy Dickson's engagement to Frank- 
lin Hudson of Tuttle, Oklahoma, was an- 
nounced in the Orlando Morning Sentinel 
on April 2, 1946. Nancy is now working 
for the Y.W.C.A. in Long Beach, Calif. A 
fall wedding is planned. 
Jim and Sally (Spurlock) Williams have 
been stationed in Hutchison, Kansas, with 
the navy for seven months. 
Julie Stafford Trowbridge and Geoffrey 
Wilson of London were married in the 
Collegiate Church of St. Nicholas, N.Y.C., 
on March 23, 1946. They sailed for Eng- 
land on the Queen Mary on April 7th 
where Mr. Wilson will resume his law 
practice. Their address will be: 1 Mit- 
recourt Bldg., Temple, London, E. C. 4. 
The marriage of Patsy Ward and Rob- 
ert O. Harland, Jr., took place on May 24th 
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. After a 
short honeymoon in Daytona Beach they 
returned to their home at 367 Holt Ave., 
Winter Park. Bob is a pre-dental student 
at Rollins and Patsy is still working there 
in the alumni office. 
Padie Duncan Erdman writes that Ed 
plans to return to Rollins in the fall. At 
present he is stationed in San Diego and 
Padie is in Orlando. 
Class of 1946 
Secretary: Hallijeanne Chalker, Orange 
Park, Florida. 
Ginny Argabrite is now Mrs. Charles 
Kingsley Moore. The wedding was an 
event of May 12 in Christ Church, Pelham, 
New York. Charles graduated from Pasa- 
dena Junior College and served four years 
in the Royal Canadian Air Force. Accord- 
ing to her picture, Ginny really made a 
beautiful bride. 
The engagement was announced in May 
of Cynthia Teel and David Jameson Vail. 
Cynthia is now studying at Leland Powers 
School in Boston. Mr. Vail, a graduate of 
Lawrenceville School, prepared at Har- 
vard for Harvard Medical School. 
Marty Rankin Meade has a daughter, 
born May 5, 1946, named Mary Rankin 
Meade. 
Mary Etta Long became the bride of 
Captain Leonard F. Koehler on May 14 
at St. Margaret Mary church in Winter 
Park. They spent a short honeymoon in 
Daytona Beach and are now at home in 
Winter Park at SS2 Osceola Avenue. 
Class of 1947 
Mary Beth Persons was married to Lt. 
Thomas Erb in Orlando on March 30, 1946, 
and is now living in Youngstown, Ohio! 
Among the bridesmaids were Mary Ann 
Hitch, Sarah Reid, and Mary Ann McElroy. 
Betty Lorraine Clary became the bride 
of Oliver R. Toomer of Ohio in Savannah, 
Ga. in March. Mrs. Robert MacDonald 
(Gim Vose) served as matron of honor 
and among the bridesmaids were Katy 
Brown, '46, and Grace Fulton. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Blanchard, Jr., (Cor- 
nelia Crossley) announces the arrival of a 
charming little model named Edward Pay- 
son Blanchard, III, on February 27, 1946. 
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Richard Shamp 
(Shirley Polhemus) are announcing the 
birth of a son, Richard Dwight Shamp, on 
February 11th, 1946. 
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Class of 1948 
Carol Neumann and Donald C. Dempsey 
were married on March 21st in the Frances 
Chapel of the Knowles Memorial Chapel. 
Don had just received his army discharge 
on returning from Manila. After a short 
honeymoon in Orlando and New York City 
they returned to Jersey City to make their 
home. 
Shirley Jean Whitton became Mrs. Ray 
L. Arnsdorff at Greensboro, N. C in 
March. Her husband, Lt. Arnsdorff of the 
Army Air Forces, will return to overseas 
duty shortly while Shirley will live in Or- 
lando. 
For 
Dave 
Clark 
Volu 
